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Immersive Mega-Scale Media Architectures
Ningbo City, China. (2016)

Spanning along 6 river banks at the confluence of 3 rivers in Ningbo City, China. This project covers 24 LED
lighting media architectures consisting of 5 bridges and 19 high-rise building ( 5-star hotel, commercial and
residential complexes) are centrally controlled in real-time synchronism for a vivid immersive visual spectacular
to the city skyline. StrongLED provided the LED lighting and control systems solution to this prestigious project
(2016).
A leading LED lighting and Control System solution provider since 2002. With over 1600 successful LED lightings
and control system projects and installation worldwide. It is Taiwanese owned with a 58,000 sq meter
manufacturing and R&D complex in Shanghai, China. For details, please log on to www.strongled.com.
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editor’s note

Dear Readers,
2016 is coming to an end! Has the year been kind to you? It has been
a good one here at Lighting today – we have exciting things in store
for you in 2017!
To wrap up the year, we have prepared the most shining piece. First
ask yourself – what is light? When walking outdoors at night time,
“Light” serves as people’s main source of orientation. Light does not
only function as the medium to brighten a place but, it also exhibits a
psychological guidance. Light leads and provides us with a calming
rhythm, indicating the continuity and flow of our way. We explore six
illuminating projects from powerhouse Lighting & Equipment.
My choice piece for Facades and Landscapes this volume would have
to be the dazzling Buddha Tooth Relic Temple and Museum feature.
Global engineering firm Aurecon was appointed to provide specialist
lighting consultancy services for a significant upgrade of its lighting
system. The work was to better enhance the visitor experience for
both tourists and worshippers, and to draw closer attention to the
Temple’s intricate design and detailing. Rather than simply update
what was in place, Aurecon demonstrated how a new lighting system
would improve the ambiance and overall experience for worshippers,
visitors and staff. The results? Picturesque.
Our Spatial Envelopes demands not to be outshone too – the top
piece being the enlightening VarioInspect. This LED light tunnel
supports quality control in paint shops, creating a pleasant and
ergonomic working environment. The unique LED lighting is
adjustable from warm white to cool white, and can be tailored to
the specific challenge, such as the paint color and gloss level of the
body. The lighting makes highly effective surface quality inspections
possible. Light has never looked sleeker.
Have a love time reading!

Nicole Lee
Editor
6
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light talk by martin klaasen

IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
TAKING OVER OUR LIFE AS
LIGHTING DESIGNERS?
How the rapid rise of smart lighting and computer driven design applications is
affecting the future of lighting design

With our world rapidly being overrun by apps, smart and
intelligent lighting systems we are reaching a point where we
have to seriously rethink the role and future of lighting design.
More and more I feel that artificial intelligence is slowly invading
“our turf”. I used artificial intelligence as a general descriptive, but
it has many shapes and forms. At the base though it is man-made,
man created situation and if we do not reflect, re-act and control
this development we run the risk that our profession of lighting
design is being taken over by an “intelligent” world where lighting
designers will become secondary players and may have little
say in designing and applying lighting systems in architectural
and urban environments. There are two main areas that start to
have a critical impact on the way we execute our lighting design
profession, let’s examine these.
Lighting design by “others”. First of all there is the actual lighting
design itself. Who today still designs a lighting installation by
creatively using their brains and their imagination by sketching
lighting solutions by using pen and paper? I would venture to
say that those who do are probably the older generation. Today’s
“generation-LED” is using computers and software programs that
create outputs based on whatever you input into the computer
program. And herein lays the danger…the output is directly
proportionate to the expertise of the person providing the input.
The problem however is that the required knowledge is not so
much related anymore to actual lighting design but more about
operational computer skills. Many software programs are based
on the equivalent of multiple choice questions for you to provide
the input. In other words you make a choice between the lighting
options and selection criteria offered to you by the program. The
initiative is taken away from you and you are no longer challenged
to really think creatively about the best possible lighting design
solution other than being offered these (in my mind) restricted
multiple choice options for your input into the design process!
I also have my doubts about the expertise and knowledge of those
developing these software programs. They are often manufacturer
driven (sales!) and most probably developed in reverse from
completed projects. Note that these are just my thoughts and
observations as I am not really in the know about who and with
what expertise these programs are being developed. There is no
doubt that many of these programs are extremely helpful, but
my point is that we need to stay in control of the design process
and not let a software program do the thinking for you…soon
we may not be able to claim the copyright of the lighting design
anymore!
Lighting as a secondary system. On the flip side of the coin
are the actual lighting products. Smart lighting is the key word
that is being used by lighting manufacturers who promote their
latest lighting system, with features that connect to the internet
of things. Lighting with Wi-Fi capabilities, lighting with sensor
functions that switch on or off as and when needed and lighting
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with GPS positioning to help you navigate your way around. And
this is just a shortlist of options and smart capabilities that are
expanding by the day. In my days a lighting fixture was selected
because of its lighting capabilities, its lighting performance, its’
lighting effects. Today there are these multitude of additional
integrated options (mostly non lighting related) that makes the
selection process so much more complex and challenging. Many
of these “tech-functions” go well beyond normal lighting design
expertise and require other specialists in design.
The question that arises is of course who or what takes
precedence? Not surprisingly my answer is that it should be
the lighting and the lighting designer, but the reality is that
with all these smart functions, the “smart experts” (for lack of a
better word) are gradually invading our privacy and our lighting
design world “directing” us where to put the lights to get a better
coverage or reception...
For some reason lighting has always been seen as unimportant,
the last item on the to-do list and with the rapid advance of the
internet of things, this again seems to be happening. People
today are wired towards modern technology, social media and
mobile phone apps, taking lighting for granted in the process. If
we do not take control of the lighting design process and firmly
impose lighting as the key dominant design factor when it comes
to the selection and layout of the lighting systems we may well
find ourselves soon be ruled by artificial intelligence with lighting
designers becoming a mere spectator rather than an active and
creative participant in the process!
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SOMA DESIGNED UNILUX IS A WINNER IN THIS YEAR’S ARCHITIZER
A+AWARDS, STUNS WITH GRADIENT HUES IN ITS LARGER THAN
LIFE INSTALLATION

F

ounder Michel Abboud of SOMA attended the 2016
Architizer A+ Awards gala to accept the best retail
award for SOMA’s Unilux Showroom. W inners were selected
based on excellence in form, function and innovation.
The Architizer A+Awards is the world largest awards
program that celebrates the year’s best architecture,
appreciates meaningful architecture in the world, and
champions it’s potential for a positive impact on everyday
life. W inners are chosen by an illustrious jury including
such industry luminaries as Denise Scott Brown, Bjarke
Ingels and Tom Kundig, as well as personalities from
beyond architecture like Tony Hsieh (CEO, Zappos), Yves
Behar (Fuseproject), John Edelman (CEO, Design W ithin
Reach), Cameron Sinclair (Architecture for Humanity) and
Barry Bergdoll (MoMA).
“I am honored that Unilux has won this award. It is exciting
to see my design chosen amongst so much great talent,”
said Mr. Abboud. “We wanted to design a place to help
the store’s limited depth appears larger to the eye, and
I’m thrilled that our vision resonated with the Architizer A+
Awards.”
The Unilux showroom has 65 feet of frontage, and is only 13
feet in depth. Working within these confines, Mr. Abboud
used advanced parametric tools in order to array 1,000
50cm white glass-reinforced plastic cubes, creating one
continuous surface within the space. This innovative main
room was also designed to be used in tandem for events,
and features a separate bar area that fits seamlessly into
the room’s design.
“I am very proud of the Unilux store and how our
concept came to life. The showroom was not designed
as a container for retail content with the product as the
centerpiece, rather the architecture of the showroom is
the centerpiece,” said Mr. Abboud. “We are very excited
Unilux chose SOMA to give them an unforgettable space.”
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About SOMA
International architecture firm SOMA, headquartered in
New York, was founded in 2004 by Michel Abboud. W ith
its focus on incorporating craft, digital technologies and
environmental responsibility, the firm’s designs and work
have attracted critical acclaim for their boundary pushing
nature. SOMA’s work is rising around the world today—in
New York, Dubai, Lebanon and other international markets—
with remarkable offerings of luxury hotel, condominium and
mixed-use developments that underscore the firm’s cutting
edge appeal.
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W-DMX™ CONTROLS P5S OVER 1KM IN TULOVE GREDE,
MARKING THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF THE PASSING OF PIERRE
BRICE DURING WINNETOU FESTIVAL 2016

G

erman lighting design company
MBLightarts was tasked to put
together a multimedia show – they
sketched the setup based on satellite
images and local maps, studied
some of the effects locally and took
equipment and staff to Croatia during
the first week of June, having had
their debut on the 6th of June.
The team took in total 34x SGM P5
RGBW washes to lit up the rocks,
split in 8 groups, each with a 5.2kVA
generator, as there was no power
supply on-site. In order to control
these fixtures, MBLightarts used
W-DMX™ from W ireless Solution – 6x
WhiteBox F-1 G4S transceivers were
used, some with the standard 3dBi
omni-directional
antennas
[where
the distance was shorter], and the
remaining with the Outdoor 8/10
Dualband Antenna.
“The furthest receiver was at 1km
from the transmitter”, said Samuel
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Siegel, of MBLightarts. “Using W-DMX™ was extremely
important in this circumstance, due to the extreme terrain,
long distance to the lights, and the fact that a great part of
the terrain had war mines, left from the war in Yugoslavia!”.
The chosen desk to operate this one-of-a-kind event was
a HOG4, which was positioned 800 meters from most of
the rig.
The overall experience seemed to be quite eventful for the
team – a storm came down on the first day of fit-up [just
to prove how good the IP rating of all the fixtures and
transceivers was], several struggles with the tough terrain,
and even an unexpected visit by a pack of wolves [which
were definitely not part of the local crew!].
W-DMX™ is known for providing a wireless DMX link

through long distances – in areas like this, where there is
practically no interference from other devices, W-DMX™
can provide a solid link up to 700 meters between devices,
out of the box. Where it’s necessary to go further, as
MBLightarts needed, the use of directional antennas is
of extreme importance, in order to concentrate the radio
waves straight from the source to the destination. “The
radios are built to only transmit DMX data”, says Niclas
Arvidsson, CEO of W ireless Solution. “Because of the
low bandwidth, we are able to send data to really long
distances. This is what makes us different from Zigbee,
Bluetooth or any 802.11 protocol, making our technology
a lot more reliable”, Arvidsson added.
W ireless Solution is distributed and supported in Germany
by Lightpower.

TANGO, OUTDOOR LIGHTING AND SITE FURNITURE JOINED
TOGETHER IN PERFECT HARMONY, CREATING A VISUAL
MASTERPIECE

S

temming from a meeting at the ASLA in Denver in 2014
between Equiparc and Lumca, an idea was conceived
to create a family of products that combines stylish urban
site furniture with lighting—all of which were tailored to the
evolving needs of forward-thinking landscape architects
and urban planners. The two companies called upon
the services of renowned Morelli Designers to create
the collection. Lumca and Equiparc then dedicated their
design teams and technical experts to the manufacturing
process. And the Tango collection was born.
It is the result of the creativity of Morelli Designers and
expertise of Lumca and Equiparc, which worked together
to develop a never-before-seen product line for the entire
North American market. Sharing the same commitment to
quality and innovation as well as a passion for creating
stunning public spaces, these two partners successfully
overcame the project’s technical and technological
challenges.
The collection’s sleek lines pay tribute to both nature and
dance, featuring elegant and very avant-garde curves.In
addition to its luminaires, lighted columns and bollards
with curved poles, the Tango series features benches,
planters, bike racks and waste and recycling receptacles
that blend the best wood species with highly robust metal.
Every single detail of Tango has been carefully designed:
the light diffusion is integral to the concept as it gives all
the products natural elegance and perfect harmony with
their surroundings.
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“The Tango product line is the result of a design team’s
efforts to merge lighting and urban furniture into one
entity. The series is complete, refined and unique. Urban
planners can now benefit from site furniture that has both
functional and decorative lighting. As an industry first, it is
the epitome of form and nature coming together as one,”
explained Michel Morelli, President of Morelli Designers
Inc.
About Lumca
Founded 25 years ago in Québec, Lumca is a forwardthinking designer and manufacturer of lighting solutions
that are both beautiful and brilliant. The company has
forged an enviable reputation as a lighting manufacturer
that strikes the perfect balance between aesthetics,
practicality and sheer innovation. Its modular approach
enables urban planners to mix and match different models
with basic components.
Lumca is redefining research and development thanks
to its innovation-driven culture and commitment to high
performance. The company goes beyond just “developing”
lights. The company conceives the smart cities of
tomorrow. By integrating cutting-edge technologies into
its lighting solutions, It is creating the intelligent luminaires
of the future, bringing citizens closer to the services that
matter to them most.
The company provides crave-worthy lighting products for
large-scale projects and prestigious clients, thanks to its
representatives across Canada and the United States.
About Equiparc
For more than 30 years, Equiparc contributes to the
enhancement of public spaces by developing street furniture
with features that go beyond “simple” functionalities.
Bringing together design, quality and durability, the
benches, tables, planters and other products provide a
warm atmosphere and liven up urban landscapes.
The manufacturer offers a wide range of site furniture that
is developed in collaboration with well-known designers
and architects. Custom products can also be tailored to
meet the vision of major landscaping projects.
W ith installations at major sites, such as the Promenade
Samuel-De-Champlain
in
Québec
City,
Quartier
International and Place des festivals de Montréal, Equiparc
is a reference in site furnishings in North America.
About Morelli Designers
An industrial design firm based in Montreal since 1981,
Morelli Designers leverages its solid expertise in strategy
and product development for SMEs and large companies
wishing to maintain and strengthen their growth. Our
approach is client-user focused and based on an
understanding of the market that ensures success in the
introduction of new and innovative products.
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SCHRÉDER LED SOLUTION SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE THE
POWER NEEDED TO LIGHT LONDON A406 NORTH CIRCULAR,
SIGNIFICANTLY CUTTING ENERGY COSTS AND CO2 EMISSIONS

T

he ‘dull North Circular roar’ of the A406, immortalised
in Guyanese poet Grace Nichols’ poem ‘Island Man’,
reverberates for more than 25 miles of road running from
Chiswick in West London to Woolwich in the east. In
conjunction with the South Circular Road, the A406 forms
a ring road around Central London, connecting the Outer
London Suburbs such as Wembley, W illesden, Ealing,
Southgate, Tottenham, Woodford and Barking.
The A406 incorporates a variety of road types, from six-lane
dual carriageway to urban streets with adjacent residential
buildings. London is one of the busiest cities in the world
and the popularity of the road, in conjunction with the
diverse route layout, means that vehicular congestion is a
regular issue.
Schréder worked with Ringway Jacobs to regenerate the
road lighting on the North Circular Road as part of the
North East segment of Transport for London (TFL). Ringway
Jacobs was responsible for the design and installation
from conception to completion and the project is part
of TFLs wider aim to completely regenerate London’s
street lighting. An important aspect of this scheme is the
connection of every TFL managed luminaire to its Harvard
central management system (CMS). This will enable TFL
to operate switching and dimming centrally and in real
time, rather than having to rely on photocells attached
to each individual luminaire. Previously, each luminaire
would activate individually based on the reduction in the
level of daylight, causing individual luminaires to come on
and switch off at different times. W ith the new centrally
managed LED scheme, TFL can operate dimming and
switching depending on weather and traffic requirements.
Schréder supplied the Ampera Maxi (128 LEDs) to replace
the previous lighting scheme with 250W high-pressure
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sodium lamps. The new scheme will significantly reduce
the power needed to light the road.
When London’s street lighting regeneration project is
complete, it is estimated that the lower energy consumption
of the LED luminaires will contribute to savings of £1.85
million, and dramatically cut CO2 emissions by 9,700
tonnes, each year, supporting the Mayor of London’s target
of a 60 per cent reduction in CO2 emissions by 2025.
For more information, visit www.schreder.com.
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FRENCHMAN LAROSE GUYON’S
NEW
LIGHTING
FIXTURES
COLLECTION IS AN ELEGANT
PIECE OF WORK, INSPIRED BY
NO LESS THAN LOVE

A

udrée L. Larose and Félix Guyon, design lovers and
lovers in life, are officially launching their innovative
high-end lighting fixtures influenced by the romanticism of
their collection La Belle Époque. It’s with enthusiasm that
they will be presenting them for the first time at the ICFF in
New York City this coming May 14 to 17. At the same time,
Félix Guyon, founder of Les Ateliers Guyon, will present his
new hanging chair, The Méliès.
The two designers behind Larose Guyon have created
their own world haloed in poetry, romance, elegance and
beauty. Since the launch of their objects collection in
November 2015, they have ramped up their creativity and
are now offering three new sculptural lighting fixtures. For
Larose Guyon, creating a new fixture is not only about style
but about the light itself. During the creative process, the
magic and warmth that create light and shadow are, for
them, as important as the object itself. Larose Guyon’s
lighting fixtures are as attractive as the atmosphere they
create. It’s at the International Contemporary Furniture Fair
(ICFF) 2016 in New York City that you’ll have the chance to
admire for the first time, all of their creations!
Félix Guyon, founder and designer of Les Ateliers Guyon,
will also have the opportunity to introduce his new hanging
chair, The Méliès. Inspired by the abstract and absurd world
of the famous director Georges Méliès, The Méliès chair
is an homage to dreams and creativity. The Squarespace
headquarters in New York City has already purchased the
first three chairs of the series.
A Seductive Design
Based in Verchères, on the outskirts of Montreal, Larose
Guyon matches the use of choice materials with a great
formal purity to create high-end, original, distinctive items;
meticulously crafted down to its finest detail.
In 2014, Audrée L. Larose and Félix Guyon’s paths
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finally crossed. After progressing for
many years on the parallel fields of
environmental design and industrial
design, today they are two designers
in love.
By combining both complementary
visions, Larose Guyon provides simple,
elegant, functional objects. Through a
romantic aesthetics of items of blatant
luxury, haloed in warmth and humility,
they infect daily life with poetry and
beauty. As their approach is imbued
with refinement and distinction, they
get their inspiration from nature, art,
past aeons and traditions. Branded
with their love, Larose Guyon products
are created, drawn and crafted objects
cast in their image with the help of
local artisans and their know-how.
History
“I think we had been looking for each
other for a long time. What’s funny
is, we actually met at a design event
and we clicked at the very moment.
We must have been made for each
other in our common passion for
creation, because since then we never
stopped evolving, and it gets better
and better. Design is the seed, Larose
Guyon becomes our roots and our first
collection La Belle Époque is the first
bud of a tree that’s merely sprouting!”
Both designers tell us about their
personal stories, which led to the birth
of Larose Guyon through their chance
encounter.
Designer Audrée L. Larose : ”I majored
in environmental design at Université
du Québec à Montréal in 2013.
The first steps I took gave me the
opportunity to dabble in architecture
and urban design to finally end up
specializing in integrated objects and
spaces. Through La Firme design, I
could consolidate all my knowledge in
high-end residential and commercial
design.”
In 2014 Félix and Audrée’s paths finally
cross and to this day it still propels
them with the same excitement and
creativeness. Félix Guyon, Les Ateliers
Guyon’s president and founder, tells
us:
“... I graduated in 2006 with
an industrial design degree from
University of Montréal. My creation
is marked by my journey in the world
of design and art, which led me to
work from New York to London and
study in France. In 2012, I founded
in Verchères, right on Montreal’s
doorstep, my own design studio Les
Ateliers Guyon. I specialized in custom
furniture design and turnkey design
and it was through this company that
I had the good fortune and privilege
to win many awards in several design
contests. But I must admit that this
project is our baby, it is made of us
and by us. We must now learn to
be good to it, so that it be good to
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others.” Félix and Audrée confessed that they never found a better fit than each
other. As much as their methods and outlook on design differ, they strangely
converge in the most unique way, allowing both to merge edges and flaws and
thus drag each other forward.
Made In Québec
For the two designers, staying local is very important. Chiefly in a will to give
work to local craftsmen, but also in the hope of being able to offer a design that
people from here can be proud of, all production and assembly is 100% made
in Quebec. Félix eloquently explains his vision: “We are extremely lucky to begin
this adventure in an increasingly design-oriented Quebec. We can sense that
people can relate more and more to design, that it’s rapidly entering everyone’s
living room, year after year. Here we are working with outstanding creatives and
artisans. I believe in the next decades we will be watching those specialities of
ours as they sharpen and crystallize in a more accessible world. The richness
we have here has to be brought to a better exploitation if we want its economy
to become a spearhead for our culture on the global stage.
La Belle Époque
For their first collection, they got their inspiration from what many see as an era
evoking a somewhat romantic take on a world in the midst of a unique technical
and cultural revolution. At the dawn of the 20th century, Paris, center of the
world, had its skies sheared and its guts spilt, making room for a new century
where innovation would be complicit to man. The subtle marriage of lace and
steel was progress made flesh in all its glory, and its ‘’Expositions Universelles’’
were kicking off a whole new page in modern history. The La Belle Époque
collection, like a soft nostalgia, revisits the elegance and chic of the late 19th
century, when machine, in all its strength and might, also knew how to speak
in a soft and poetic voice.
In this first collection, we find mirrors, chandeliers, wine bottle wall mounts,
a decorative bowl, a recipe book stand and, soon, luminaires. Audrée reveals
that:“We wanted to try our hand at first with daily objects on a small scale. This
long creative process naturally set the tone to our lighting fixtures. ”
Every object and lighting fixtures is inspired by a notable character from that
pivotal time in contemporary history. Sources of inspirations were the likes
of famous writer Victor Hugo, painter Henri Rousseau, restaurateur Auguste
Escoffier as well as Cléo de Mérode, an actress of rare beauty, and plenty of
other characters.
Technical Challenges
Simplicity often hides dire technical challenges, and as for this first collection,
challenges have been great indeed. All objects, lighting fixtures and furniture
are assembled without using any solder. Each piece’s shape is a masterpiece of
ingenuity and comes from a long and deep reflection on how to achieve a result
where matter dances in an unprecedented ballet of elegance and purity. “From
an initially cold and even dirty material we cut a raw diamond and created sheer
jewels.” illustrates Félix.
Meet the designers
Larose Guyon and Les Ateliers Guyon invite you to come and see their creations
and meet the designers Audrée L. Larose and Félix Guyon at the International
Contemporary Furniture Fair (ICFF) 2016 in New York City from May 14th to May
17h. Their booth number is 1324.
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THE ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
ANNOUNCES ITS ‘VISION AWARD’ WINNERS FOR 2016

O

n June 2, the Illuminating Engineering Society of
British Columbia (IESBC) announced its winners for
the 2016 ‘Vision Awards’. The not-for-profit celebrates
outstanding B.C. lighting engineers and designers for their
local and international projects, and aids in the application
of international award opportunities and IES’s ‘Illumination
Awards’. Submissions for the ‘Illumination Awards’ open
January 1, 2017.
IESBC’s ‘Vision Awards’ is stage one leading up to IES’s
National ‘Illumination Awards’. This year’s winners in three
categories include:
Award: The Edwin F. Guth Memorial Award for Interior
Lighting Design
Project: UBC Student Union Building
Lighting Design Firm: AES Engineering LTD.
Location: Vancouver Office, Canada
Award: The Outdoor Lighting Design Award sponsored by
Eaton
Project: SFU’s New Observatory and Science Courtyard
Lighting Design Firm: Integral Group Consulting (BC) LLP
Location: Vancouver Office, Canada
Award: BC HYDRO Lighting Redesign Award
Project: L’Occitane en Provence Vancouver Flagship
Lighting Design Firm: Render Light & Planning
Location: Vancouver, Canada
Submissions were judged locally based on how well the
lighting design met the program criteria and is not a
competition. This year’s IESBC judges included Shail
Mahanti, Douglas Welch, Matt Davis and Carol Kelley.
IESBC aims to bring together the best of B.C.’s
lighting professionals, including lighting designers,
engineers, architects, interior designers, manufacturers,
representatives and distributors. The organization offers
monthly seminars to educate trade and residential
designers as well as any one interested in learning more
about the lighting industry.
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For more information on IESBC, including membership,
upcoming B.C. seminars, and how to get involved,
visit www.iesbc.org. For information on the award
submissions process, please contact the section chair at
awards@iesbc.org.
About IESBC
Operating for over 60 years, IES British Columbia, a
section of the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES), is a
volunteer run, not-for-profit technical society dedicated
to promoting the art and science of lighting. Known as
the go-to community for the newest lighting codes and
by-laws, IESBC provides an environment for sharing
knowledge and ideas to advance the career paths of all its
members. IESBC seeks to improve the lighted environment
by bringing together those with lighting knowledge and
translating knowledge into actions to benefit the public
and provide support for emerging lighting professionals.
The Edwin F. Guth Memorial Award for Interior Lighting
Design
In 1902 Edwin F. Guth founded the St. Louis Brass Company
and later renamed it the Edwin F. Guth Company. Mr.
Guth’s profound creativity, entrepreneurialism and focus to
improve interior lighting are partially represented through
147 patents awarded to him prior to his passing in 1962.
This award recognizes exceptional interior lighting projects

that balance the functional illumination of space with the
artistic application of light to enhance the occupant’s
experience.
The Outdoor Lighting Design Award sponsored by
Eaton
The Outdoor Lighting Design Award recognizes excellence
in lighting design and application in all aspects of
exterior lighting. The program celebrates achievements in
aesthetics, applied technical acumen, creative solutions
to demanding site conditions and advancements to the
industry in outdoor lighting applications. The goal of the
program is to further the understanding, knowledge and
function of outdoor lighting as a critical aspect of the
built environment. *Previously named the Paul Waterbury
Award for Outdoor Lighting Design. Now sponsored by
Eaton.
BC Hydro Redesign Award
BC Hydro Power Smart presents the Lighting Redesign
Award to recognize local talents that bring innovation and
energy efficiency in lighting design. The Lighting Redesign
Award recognizes quality lighting redesign, or major retrofit
installations in existing commercial and industrial buildings,
that incorporate advanced energy-saving strategies and
environmentally responsible solutions into the overall
design, without sacrificing visual interest.

DWELL ON DESIGN LA (DODLA), THE LARGEST DESIGN EVENT IN
THE COUNTRY, KICKS OFF ITS ELEVENTH AND BEST SHOW YET

I

n just four short days, Dwell on Design LA (DODLA),
the largest design event in the country, will kick off its
eleventh and best show yet. Packed with inspiring onstage
content, high-end designer home tours, live demos, art
installations, consultations and feature areas, including
the highly-anticipated Dwell Outdoor curated by famed
Australian-born designer Jamie Durie, Dwell on Design LA
at the Los Angeles Convention Center will be the place
to be June 24-26. For hours, tickets and additional event
information, visit la.dwellondesign.com.
Learn from design and architecture experts
Don’t miss renowned architect and keynote speakerSou
Fujimoto Friday June 24 at 6:00 PM, whose innovative
residential structures and institutional projects represent
a fresh approach to the relationship between architectural
space and the human body.
Lectures and panels with actor Gary Sinise, architectMatthew
Hufft, co-creator of Morpholio Toru Hasegawa, and LA
T imes architecture criticChristopher Hawthorne will cover
core content themes including Healthy Architecture,
Business of Design, Smart Home, and Nice Modernist.
Dwell on Design will host a Designers & Books Fair,featuring
top architecture and design books, with a book signing
by keynote Sou Fujimoto on Friday, June 24. The first
Designers & Books Fair at Dwell on Design LA is an effort
to emphasize the importance of book culture in the design
world and will be open all three days of the show.
Back by popular demand, complimentary one-on-one
consultations with architects, landscape designers and tile
experts will be available throughout the 3-day event for
those wanting to get first-hand advice on renovation and
design projects. Find out more »
See Unique Twists on Modern Design
Modern designs from today’s emerging and undiscovered
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talent will be featured in the Prime
Edition Pavilion. Built to recreate a
gallery-like setting, this “show-withina-show” offers a unique platform for
designer-makers, industrial designers,
and artists to showcase their work.
All submissions to Prime Edition
were juried and assessed based on
quality and design integrity. Awards
will be presented in two categories:
furniture, lighting and accessories,
and work for the wall and sculpture.
Attendees will have the opportunity to
purchase the one-of-a-kind pieces on
display directly from the show floor.
Award-winning landscape designer
Jamie Duriecurates this year’s Dwell
Outdoor, featuring 30,000 square
feet of innovative outdoor design,
contemporary outdoor furniture and
prefab structures. Among the new
and
established
brand
partners
contributing to the outdoor oasis
are RAD Furniture and LivingHomes,
which helped bring to life Dwell on
Design’s first-ever two-story prefab
home. Quench your thirst with brewed
libations in the Beer Garden, nestled
into the show favorite Dwell Outdoor
area of the event floor and open to all
thirsty fair-goers.
imm
cologne,
the
international
furnishings and interiors show in
Cologne, Germany, will have a feature
area in the International Design
Materials Pavilion, offering attendees
a preview of 11 brands and designers
at
DODLA.
Exhibiting
brands
includedsignedby, Magnus Mewes,
Istanbul’Dan, My Kilos, bartmann
berlin, Milena Kling, Terhedebruegge,
llot llov, Voglauer featuring designer
Martin Ballendat, and Lena Petersen.
Another key component of imm
cologne’s presence at DODLA will be
onstage programming co-curated by
imm cologne creative director Dick
Spierenburg, and Dwell editor-in-chief
and executive vice president of content
Amanda Dameron. Presented content
will complement Spierenburg’s “Pure”
programming at the imm cologne
in Germany, highlighting emerging
designers, product and material
explorations, and other facets of the
business of design.
Dwell on Design LA is proud to be the
home of a unique presence of modern
design brands that will introduce
their newest and most innovative
products at DODLA 2016.
Brands
launching products this year include
Fenix NTM, RAD Furniture, Modify
Furniture, Ronbow, Signature Kitchen
Suite, Koncept, Graff Faucets, Marvin,
Samina, and many more. Search the
complete list of exhibiting brands.
The Modern Family Pavilion is
returning with family-friendly activities,
including a playhouse crafted by LA’s
own Folk Art Playhouses, for the
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young designers of the future. Designed and curated with modern makings
in mind, the Modern Family Pavilion strives to offer architecture and design
solutions that address the needs, configurations, and challenges that make a
house a home.
Interact with the Design and Architecture Community
See inside exclusive, thoughtfully designed in East, West and Central LA by
attending a Dwell on Design Home Tour. The self-guided tours allow design
seekers the chance to immerse themselves in “Dwell-like” domestic spaces.
Homes featured on the tours are specially selected by Dwell to highlight the
rich diversity of modern architecture and design found throughout Los Angeles.
Don’t miss the Dwell on Design LA Home Tours June 19, 25 and 26, for what
promises to be three days of inspiring architecture and design.
Learn the architect’s and designer’s inspiration and creative vision behind the
featured properties on the Home Tours by attending Meet the Architects Nights,
June 23 – sponsored by TOTO. Find out more about Home Tours & Meet the
Architects.
Experience Luxury and Taste
The hybrid car that started it all just got a lot more stylish and aggressive. It has
a sleek, aerodynamic design, modern interior and intuitive driving dynamics.
Experience first-hand during the Prius Ride and Drive featuring demonstrations
of the all-new Toyota Prius on Saturday, June 25,10:00 am–6:00 pm and
Sunday, June 26, 10:00 am–4:00 pm.
For the ultimate experience, become a VIP at Dwell on Design. Purchase a
VIP Pass and go first-class with a special invitation to the VIP Dinner with the
designers and architects of the home tours, Dwell CEO, and Dwell Editor-inChief at a private home in the Hollywood Hills. Also included: three days of
Home Tours, two Meet the Architects Nights, Keynote + On-Stage Presentations
(includes up to 29 CEUs) and more!
Trade professionals will want to attend Dwell on Design on Friday, June 24
for Trade Day, featuring association education opportunities and the keynote
address by Sou Fujimoto Friday night. Multiple registration options are available
for Trade Professionals including All-Access Passes, 1, 2, or 3 Day Passes with
pricing ranging from $35 to $450, depending on the package selection.
Dwell on Design LA opens to the public on Saturday, June 25 at 10:00 am.
Design Enthusiasts have options for 1 or 2 Day passes with prices ranging from
$35 to $50.
Additional packages are available for VIP’s, Students, Media, Home Tours and
Special Events. For complete pricing, visit the registration page of the DODLA
event site.
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GREAT LIGHT FOR THE SMALLEST SPACES: MINIMISED OPTON
SPOTLIGHT EXTENDS APPLICATIONS TO RETAIL PROJECTS

‘Small but mighty’ is the maxim that inspires many retailers to impress
with individuality, expertise and quality in favour of sheer space.
The same can be said for small galleries and special museums with
often-compact displays of cultural gems. Thanks to new minimised
spotlights in the popular Opton range, even the smallest interior can
now boast a qualitative lighting design without compromising on the
superior standards of ERCO LED photometrics in a compact design,
whilst benefiting from lower operating costs at an affordable price.

C

ompact spaces, like a small, owner-managed store
with a ceiling height of up to 3m, offer different zones
and functions much like larger footprints. Whilst individual
areas can be visually separated with different illuminance
levels, zonal lighting concepts are thwarted all too often
by the size of the luminaires or the budget. Mounted on
track, the new minimised Opton spotlights deploy the best
possible infrastructure for flexible illumination from a lighting
tool designed to be exceptionally flat and compact. Thanks
to efficient LED photometrics Opton is available with the
various Spherolit lenses for differentiated lighting design,
from wallwash for the book shelves, or spot characteristics
for the reading corner and the display window, through to
oval flood for book display areas or product presentations,
and wide flood for ambient lighting.
Versatile deployment
A uniform size of luminaire head and control gear housing
makes for a compact and cohesive appearance when
directed vertically downwards as a downlight. Precisely
defined lumen packages combined with the option of
brightness control via the integrated potentiometer or
an external trailing edge dimmer allow for even broader
creative scope in the deployment of the new minimised
Opton spotlights.
Attractive light that pays off
Extending the Opton range with the minimised spotlights,
floodlights and wallwashers now makes it easier than ever
to provide qualitative lighting design. The synthesis of
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efficiency, visual comfort and light quality of the superior
Spherolit technology combined with the linear and
functional luminaire design results in a price to performance
ratio that will impress even the most budget-conscious
designer. The new Opton are efficient not only in terms of
initial outlay. Attractive light with unique aesthetic appeal
creates a quality experience around perfectly presented
products. As well as offering new sales potential for the
retailer, maintenance-free, robust and energy-efficient LED
photometrics help to reduce the operating costs.
Logical system design for simplified planning
W ith the minimised models, Opton is now available in three
sizes, covering an exceptionally wide range of applications
in the shop as proficiently as in a small gallery and museum.
All Opton models, regardless of size, have a cast aluminium
luminaire head for efficient thermal management, ensuring
a long life of the LEDs. The minimised version is available
with the light colours neutral white 4000K and warm
white 3000K as well as the various distribution options
of Spherolit lenses, from narrow spot and spot to flood
and wide flood plus oval flood and wallwash. Control gear
options include switchable, dimmable via potentiometer
and phase dimmable or DALI version.
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ACME LIGHTING PARTICIPATES FOR THE FIRST TIME IN WELLKNOWN INTERNATIONAL TARDE SHOW, ARCHIDEX 2016 AT KUALA
LUMPUR CONVENTION CENTRE

A

CME Lightings had took the opportunities to promote
and demonstrate all kind of range ACME lights used
in Architectural Building and Design, Theatre and studio
Lights, Professional Lighting use in concert, Entertainment
Lightings for DJ & club house and not least the lighting
controllers.
One the highlight of ACME Lightings was our Newly Design
and Build Product launch this May 2016; namely ACME
EX-100Z has been nominates by the organiser as New
Product Award and we had been awarded as the Best
Innovative and Eco-Friendly lighting for the LED lighting
industry where the awarded was awarded by the Organiser
CIS Networking Sdn Bhd and PAM (Pertubuhan Akitek
Malaysia - Malaysian Institute of Architects)
ACME EX-100Z Event lighting is founded from the idea
where ACME Lightings want a Product where replaces the
traditional event lighting where need more labour, time
and cost to do installing. Besides, we also want it with
Energy Saver with LED bulb, W ireless & Cableless, IP65 for
outdoor application and remote control feature.

During the show, ACME Lightings not only demonstrate
it outstanding product, but also generate and listening
comments from the Professional and Public of the current
expectation and requirement by the Lightings open market
for our further improvement on our Product and Services.
ACME Lightings has been in the lighting industry for
more than 30 years founded Year 1985. For more
information of our latest new and update, kindly visit
www.acme.com.cn.

“TIMELESS MOTION”, A SITE SPECIFIC LIGHT SCULPTURE
INSTALLATION AT THE GRAND PALAIS FOR THE BIENNALE DES
ANTIQUAIRES

“T

imeless Motion (in Life and Light),” a sitespecific installation by artist Grimanesa Amorós in
collaboration with CINDY CHAO The Art Jewel, will be
on view at Grand Palais in Paris, during the Biennale des
Antiquaires . The piece will serve as a striking setting to
Chao’s 12 new masterful art jewels.
The atmospheric, ephemeral quality of the setting is further
reinforced with a slow movement of lights, which reflect on
Chao’s art jewels making each piece come alive. Viewing
jewels in this environment thus aims to transcend a purely
aesthetic experience and become a meditation on the
theme of nature and life.
After Biennale des Antiquaires, “T imeless Motion (in Life
and Light)” will travel internationally with the first stop at
the LONG MUSEUM, Shanghai China. Other destinations
will include Taipei, Hong Kong, Moscow, and Dubai.
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DUBAI DESIGN WEEK: THE MIDDLE EAST’S BIGGEST CELEBRATION
OF DESIGN RETURNS FOR A SECOND YEAR, MUCH TO ITS
REGULAR ATTENDEES’ DELIGHT

D

ubai is set to further establish its status as a cuttingedge, vibrant global design hub with the return of
Dubai Design Week this October.
Last year’s inaugural citywide event attracted design
aficionados, designers, architects and thought leaders
from over 150 of the world’s leading studios, agencies,
brands and educational institutions to present work,
exchange ideas and showcase innovation in design.
This year’s Design Week will cement Dubai’s status as the
design capital of the MENASA region with more than 100
events taking place in Dubai Design District (d3) over six
days; with significantly more visitors and internationally
renowned exhibitors expected to attend.
The event is held in under the patronage of Her Highness
Sheikha Latifa bint Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, in
strategic partnership withDubai Design District (d3), and
sponsored by Dubai Culture & Arts Authority, Dubai Design
& Fashion Council and Audi. Dubai Design Week aims to
support UAE-based multidisciplinary design talent and
celebrate the city’s forward-thinking approach to urban
enterprise, as well as offering a global stage to ideas and
innovations with the potential to improve the lives of people
and society around the world.
Mohammad Saeed Al Shehhi, Chief Operating Officer
of d3, says: “As strategic sponsors and hosts of Dubai
Design Week, d3 is committed to supporting the ongoing
sustainable growth and development of Dubai’s design
industry by providing a diverse and exciting creative
destination that inspires, engages and enables both
established and emerging talent. Dubai Design Week
represents an important platform for showcasing both
regional and international design talent to a global
audience and helps place Dubai as an innovative centre
for creativity.”
Cyril Zammit, Director of Design at Art Dubai Group says:
“It was clear that Dubai Design Week 2015 tapped into
something that both Dubai and the design industry had
been waiting for – a global platform for design in the
UAE and the Middle East, and an opportunity to share
and explore perspectives and ideas with people from a
multitude of countries and cultures. This year, we want to
build on that – Dubai Design Week 2016 looks set to be an
unmissable addition to the world’s design calendar.”
Programme Summary
Downtown Design (25-28 October), the region’s only
quality-driven design trade fair, returns for its fourth edition
as the commercial centrepiece of Dubai Design Week.
Bringing together over 100 brands from 25 countries,
the event has become an important fixture in the design
calendar for both international brands and buyers from
the MENASA region and will once again be held at d3.
Visitors will discover products across furniture, lighting,
bathrooms, kitchens, textiles and accessories not ordinarily
seen at the big shows. Re-affirming Downtown Design’s
position as a fair of discovery, the popular ‘Destination
at Downtown Design’, a unique alliance of international
design weeks, returns featuring emerging design brands
from Addis Ababa, Barcelona, Beirut, Reykjavík
Global Grad Show is a globally unique exhibition of
innovation, inventions and technology that will transform
our future, all showcased by the world’s next generation
of design talent. W ith 135 projects from 50 of the leading
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universities in 30 countries on six continents, it is the
largest and most diverse gathering of designers ever
to take place and will offer unparalleled insight into the
visions of the designers of the future, and a glimpse into
our world as it might be tomorrow.
Named after the Arabic word for ‘doors’, the Abwabinitiative
is dedicated to exploring the design narrative of countries
within the MENASA region. This year, emerging and
established graphic designers, product designers,
photographers and architects from Algeria, Bahrain, India,
Iraq, Palestine and the UAE respond to the theme of ‘The
Human Senses’. Abwab’s temporary pavilion this year has
been designed by UAE-based practice Hypothetical Office
that will be built into the walkways of d3.
The exhibition, ‘Iconic City: Cairo Now! City Incomplete’
follows last year’s focus on Beirut and takes inspiration
from the Egyptian capital’s host of red brick buildings in
varying stages of completion, aiming to gauge the current
mood of the city’s creative scene. Mohamed Elshahed,
editor-in-chief of the Cairobserver, curates what will be
a multidisciplinary presentation conducted by young
entrepreneurs, aspiring artists and graphic designers,
alongside veteran design practitioners. In landmark
locations across Dubai, a series of 15 public, site-specific
installations by renowned international, regional and local
designers will unite and transform the city throughout
Dubai Design Week’s six days.
Central to Dubai Design Week is a daily programme oftalks
and workshops held at d3 with something for everyone, from
local start-ups and entrepreneurs to international visitors,
the media and families. The free-to-attend programme will
serve as a rich introduction to the design scene in the UAE,
and build on the many events and exhibitions happening
throughout the week and beyond. Details on the talks and
workshops programme will be released in late summer,
along with a full list of the diverse satellite events from
studios, ateliers, universities and galleries that will take
place ‘Around the City’.
About Dubai Design Week
Dubai Design Week is one of the world’s newest and most
ambitious international design events, conceived to shine
a spotlight on Dubai as a leading design hub, and share the
UAE’s thriving design scene with the world at large.
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Dubai Design Week was established in 2015 by Art Dubai
Group in partnership with Dubai Design District (d3), and
is held under the dedicated patronage of Her Highness
Sheikha Latifa bint Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
Vice Chairman of the Dubai Culture & Arts Authority. Dubai
Design Week is also supported by Dubai Design & Fashion
Council and Dubai Culture & Arts Authority.
In Dubai’s collaborative spirit, and as a reflection of the
city’s global outlook, its design week is both regional and
international in scope, encompasses public and private
spheres, culture, education and entertainment, and spans
multiple disciplines, ranging from graphic and product
design to architecture and industrial design. Panels,
keynote speeches, panel discussions, public performances
and educational workshops all contribute to the greater
discussion of what design means for the region and the
world.
In 2015, 23,000 visitors gathered in the city to discover the
work and ideas of over 150 designers drawn from around
the region and internationally. The success of the inaugural
edition cemented the future of Dubai Design Week as an
annual event.
Coinciding with Downtown Design, the region’s leading,
quality-driven design trade fair, Dubai Design Week also
includes a number of unique headline initiatives, such as
Abwab, the Global Grad Show, Destination and Iconic City.
From 24 to 29 October 2016, the citywide celebration of
design enthralls Dubai with design, engaging the local
community and visitors alike.

MOLEX TO HIGHLIGHT DATACENTER NETWORKING AND STORAGE
SOLUTIONS AT DCD CONVERGED SE ASIA 2016, SINGAPORE

M

olex will display its growing portfolio of datacenter
networking and storage solutions in booth 403A at
the DatacenterDynamics (DCD) Converged SE Asia 2016,
to be held September 14-15 at the Marina Bay Sands
Convention Center, Singapore. The DCD Conference
and Exhibition are the flagship events of Singapore Data
Center Week, which is expected to attract in excess of
2,000 visitors, including leading IT decision makers from
across the Asia Pacific.
Molex will showcase its Ethernet and InfiniBand™
networking products as well as Fibre Channel, PCIe, SAS
and SATA storage products. “High-speed networking
requires joining cutting-edge I/O cables into an integrated
equipment solution, and Molex networking solutions
support the fastest data rates across the spectrum of
distances common in datacenters,” said R yan Wade,
regional industry manager – datacenter, Molex. “Also, as
storage devices grow smaller and faster, so must the I/O
cables that connect them. Molex storage solutions support
faster speeds within datacenters while minimizing signal
and insertion loss.”
Molex products featured at the event will include:
SFP+ Interconnect Solutions which support applications
for 8 Gbps Fibre Channel and 10 Gbps Gigabit Ethernet
with industry-wide compatibility. SFP+ interconnects use
the same space-per-port as standard SFP interconnects.
SFP28 (zSFP+®) Interconnect System Designed for 25
Gbps serial channels, the zSFP+ Interconnect System
delivers high signal integrity with superior EMI protection for
next-generation Ethernet and Fibre Channel applications.

QSFP+ Interconnect Solution The Quad Small Formfactor Pluggable (QSFP+) solution from Molex is designed
for high-density applications. Components include EMI
shielding cage, AOCs, passive copper cable assembly,
active copper cable assembly, optical MTP cable assembly,
optical loopback, 38-circuit SMT iPass™ host connector,
and stacked integrated connectors and cages.
QSFP28 (zQSFP+®) Interconnect Solution. Designed for
high-density applications that support next-generation
100 Gbps Ethernet and 100 Gbps InfiniBand Enhanced
Data Rate (EDR) applications, the zQSFP+ Interconnect
Solution enables high-density interconnect applications
and conforms to SFF-8665 QSFP28.
Datacenters rely on seamless connectivity to ensure data
flows quickly, efficiently and securely. Molex applies its
experience with network, server and storage devices to
design integrated I/O cabling solutions for a wide range of
datacenter customers. As more infrastructure moves to the
cloud, datacenters built on Molex I/O cabling solutions can
support faster processing, more bandwidth and increased
density, while maximizing efficiency and reliability.
Molex brings together innovation and technology to
deliver electronic solutions to customers worldwide. W ith
a presence in more than 40 countries, Molex offers a full
suite of solutions and services for many markets, including
data communications, consumer electronics, industrial,
automotive, commercial vehicle and medical. For more
information, please visit www.molex.com.
For more information about datacenter solutions from Molex,
please visit www.molex.com/ind/datacenter.html.
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show preview

show preview
ArchXpo 2016

Co-organised by Singapore Institute of Architects and
Conference & Exhibition Management Services Pte
Ltd, ArchXpo 2016, the 3rd International Exhibition for
Architecture & The Built Environment is the latest addition
to the key pillars of the Archifest series.
ArchXpo 2016 will be the key showcase of relevant
technologies, products and related services in the
architectural and built environment industries. It will also
be a key gathering of industry experts and talents that
makes for excellent architectural and built environment
design, as well as an invaluable platform for the exchange
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28th – 30th September 2016
Halls B & C, Marina Bay Sands Singapore
Singapore

of research and innovation in architectural design,
practice and education.
It will also be held in conjunction with the International
Facility Management Expo 2016, LED+Light Asia 2016,
Safety & Security Asia 2016, Fire & Disaster Asia 2016 and
Work Safe Asia 2016, making it a comprehensive and
integrated platform for all building needs under one roof!
Together, the repertoire of exhibitions will be geared
towards providing an integrated marketing platform for
Southeast Asia’s architectural and building industries.

show preview

Event Projections
10,000sqm Gross Exhibition Area
250 Exhibitors from 20 countries
9,000 Trade Professionals and Visitors
* Combined together with International Facility Management Expo, LED +
Light Asia, Safety & Security Asia,Fire & Disaster Asia and Work Safe Asia.
Par tners
Co-Organisers
• Singapore Institute of Architects
• Conference & Exhibition Management Ser vices Pte Ltd
Strategic Par tner
• Specialists Trade Alliance of Singapore
A Par t Of
• ARCHIFEST 2016
Suppor ting Organisations
• Association of Consulting Engineers Singapore
• Instituion of Engineers Singapore
• Singapore Contractors Association Limited
• Singapore Institute of Sur veyors and Valuers
• Society of Project Managers
• United Architects of the Philippines (Singapore Chapter)
STAS Member Associations
• Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Association of Singapore
• Micro Builders Association, Singapore
• Security Systems Association of Singapore
• Singapore Building Materials Suppliers Association
• Singapore Electrical Contractors and Licensed Electrical Workers
Association
• Singapore Electrical Trade Association
• Singapore Furniture Industries Council
• Singapore Glass Association
• Singapore Plumbing Society
• Singapore Sanitar y Ware Impor ters & Expor ters Association
• The Singapore Lift & Escalator Contractors & Manufacturers Association
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show preview
Exhibition Highlights
1. The SIA Conference
The SIA conference (formerly k nown
as the Archifest Conference) is
a yearly affair organized by the
Singapore Institute of Architects. I t
is an annual key note event highly
anticipated by the our fraternity
where we witness lively exchanges
of ideas and ideologies, from
subject exper ts and thought leaders
worldwide about unique challenges
and creative solutions for our
evolving global urban landscape.
The theme for the conference
this year is slowCIT Y. Being a city
state, centred in a region of rapid
urbanisation and growth, we are
often engulfed in a constant flux and
pursuit of instantaneous tangible
results,
to
meet
profitability,
maximised efficiency and always
expedience. Could we rethink these
corporeal requirements and still
reap desirable results in the near
future?
The conference seeks to examine
alternative transformative ways
of life and design. Previously
established concepts include Città
Slow and Slow Architecture forms
sources of refreshed models of living
and built environments. How can
architects and environmentalists
be main drivers in offering a slower,
softer environment that is more
productive for our society? These are
some of the subjects we would like
to discuss during the conference.
2. Asia Façade and Glass Conference
Asia Façade and Glass Conference
2016
(AFGC )
is
a
half-day
conference set to engage all
involved in the architecture glass
industr y. Geared with a series of
power packed presentations and
a panel discussion led by eminent
speakers on the theme “Façade
& Glass Application – The ASEAN
Perspective”, the conference are
expected to play host to over 350
delegates on 30 September 2016 at
Marina Bay Sands, Singapore.
Held
in
conjunction
with
Architecture & Building Ser vices
2016 (ABS), the preferred sourcing
platform in Singapore and across
the region that brings you 6
established exhibitions covering the
entire spectrum of the architecture
and building industries which
incorporates architecture, facility
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management, LED and lighting solutions, security, fire
and disaster management as well as work place safety,
the Asia Façade and Glass Conference 2016 is well set
to address the core concepts behind the unique glass
market, over and above to the sharing of the latest
trends and updates on the dynamic façade and glass
industr y with building specialists, exper ts, professionals,
engineers and more.
In view of the leading architectural markets and
increasing demand for value -added glass products
to better complement architectural construction and
suppor t life -style improvements, the Asia Pacific region
is anticipated to continue demonstrating rapid market
growth through 2020, reaching $115.08 billion for
construction glass, according to a research done by
Markets and Markets.
This figure is convinced to maintain a positive outlook
as sizable amount of investments are also devoted into
intensive research and development programs in order
to enhance utility, productivity and efficiency of such
glass products.
Asia Façade and Glass Conference 2016 stepped for th at
the right time as it aims to be an advocate of favourable
façade and glass application to all glass industr y
personnel.
Seize the oppor tunity and rediscover the brilliance of
glass!

3. The REDAS Building Information Modeling (BIM)
Symposium 2016 aims to encourage the industr y to
adopt and implement collaborative BIM to make the
quantum leap. Riding on the theme of “Collaborative
BIM - Transforming The Built Environment ”, the objective
of the symposium is to show how a well-executed BIM
involving all value chain par tners can maximize profit
and minimize cost, resolve conflicts before they happen
and improve productivity, quality and safety which will
impact the bottom line.
Invited local and overseas speakers with actual
experience in implementing Vir tual Design &
Construction ( VDC ) will talk about successful overseas
and local BIM projects, the challenges they faced and
how they overcame and reap the benefit by unleashing
the power of collaborative BIM. The conference highlight
will feature 2 developers, CEL Development and Frasers
Centrepoint in sharing their VDC journey being the first
two private sector VDC projects in Singapore.
I t is a full-day conference where BIM vendors and
solution providers will demonstrate their latest
capabilities on how to leverage BIM to realize our
built environment more appropriately and efficiently,
improving construction quality and efficiencies.
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LED Expo Thailand 2017

LED Expo Thailand is one of the leading LED lighting events in
Southeast Asia and ASEAN’s largest international exhibition
on LED lighting products & technology. It is dedicated to
the science, technology and application of LEDs and solidstate lighting. It aims to accelerate the growth of the LED
lighting markets in the Southeast Asian region by providing
a dynamic hub for LED/lighting companies to congregate,
promote, discuss, transact, partner and gain insights on
neighboring LED markets at a niche level.
LED Expo Thailand is an important initiative towards energy
conservation and a green environment by host organizationElectricity Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT ) and the
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11th – 13th May 2017
IMPACT Exhibition & Convention Centre
Bangkok, Thailand

show organizers- IMPACT Exhibition Management Co., Ltd.
and MEX Exhibitions Pvt. Ltd.
LED Summit- International conference on LED lighting
product & technology, SSL Forum and Modern Lamp Design
Contest are other important events held concurrent to the
show.
Acting as a prelude to the show every year, a series of
roadshows is held all over Southeast Asia in an attempt to
engage regional LED lighting sectors and promote energy
efficiency & investment opportunities in those respective
countries.

show preview

Why Thailand?
Thailand is ranked as the 50th largest country in the world
and is a part of Association of Southeast Asian Nations
and ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) along with nine
other countries namely: Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore, Brunei, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam.
The aim of AEC for 2016 is to create a single ASEAN market
with gross domestic product (GDP) of $2.5 trillion & trade
of $1 trillion. So far, ASEAN overall has progressed to a
level of 80% in terms of eliminating tariffs on goods
traded within the region.
According to statistics, the Thailand lighting market value
totaled US $800 million in 2014, up 12 percent compared
to 2013. The country’s LED industry is estimated to grow
at an annual rate of 30 percent in the next five years, with
indoor lighting and construction applications consisting
two major components of the LED lighting industry
In terms of business opportunities, it is foreseen that a
large number of companies and government projects will
be using LED products as evidenced below:
• LED Automotive Lighting: The number of cars with
LED headlights will grow from 1.5 million to 5 million
between 2013-2016 with the value of LED components
growing from USD 130 to 300 million.(According to Dirk
Banderhaeghen of Philips Lumileds)
• Government Projects: Electricity Generating Authority
of Thailand replaced LED Street Light at Mae Moh
Power Plant., The Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA) is
preparing to replace one million street lights nationwide
with LED bulbs.
• Public & Private Infrastructure Projects: From the
construction of the new parliament house to stadium,
residential, commercial, hospitality and entertainment
projects such as CP All creates “7 Go Green” project and
invest over 500 million THB to replace LED Light bulb in
7-Eleven throughout Thailand.
Thailand has long been a proponent of free and fair trade
and its attractiveness as a production base for leading
international companies is enhanced by a number of free
trade agreements.
Show Highlights
1. Thailand LED & Energy Saving Week
An International Conference on LED Lighting & Energy
Saving, Steered by the committee of experts, the
conference attracts high-powered keynotes and serves
stimulating discussions in an open environment. Invited
speakers will highlight and demonstrate the trend of LED
lighting & energy saving technology, government policy
and benefits of using for better consumer understanding.
2. LED Bulb Exchange
A unique marketing campaign has been set up to
encourage the users of LED bulbs by bringing used or
broken bulbs & tubes into the show and exchange with
the new LED bulb. A total of 2,000 LED bulbs will be
exchanged with new LED bulbs during the exposition.
Those interested should “like” The LED Expo Thailand
Facebook page and bring an old light bulb or tube to
exchange for the new one, as well as show their electricity
bill for March 2016. Exchange are limited to 1 bulb per
household

3. Modern Lamp Design Contest
Modern Lamp Design Contest aims to create awareness
about LED products and its uses among the general public
as well as support and develop student creativity and
knowledge. Furthermore, it aims to develop personnel
and human resources in the industry by encouraging
innovative and creative ideas in design, increasing
knowledge and expertise and advancing the capabilities
of students to equal international standards.
The event invites participation from students studying
in M.4-6 (secondary school), professional diploma
holders, high-level professional diploma holders and
undergraduate degree holders in public and private
education institutions throughout Thailand to demonstrate
how LED technologies can be used in very contemporary
and attractive luminaries and lighting design systems
intended for residential & commercial lighting.
Modern Lamp Design Contest 2015 was organized by
the Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT )
together with the Illuminating Engineering Association
and the organizing committee of LED Expo Thailand with
additional support from ICE-LED Co. Ltd., and Philips
Electronics ( Thailand) Ltd. Participants were asked to
design and create LED ceiling lamps for use in both
residential & commercial buildings. Winners of the 3rd
Modern lamp Design contest received a trophy from the
Minister of Energy and a monetary cash prize of 300,000
baht.
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Shanghai International
Lighting Fair
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31st August – 2nd September 2016
Shanghai New International Expo Centre
Shanghai, China

With the Shanghai International Lighting Fair (SILF),
organised by Guangzhou Guangya Messe Frankfur t Co
Ltd, just around the corner, over 100 lighting companies
are gearing up to reveal their latest lighting solutions.
A diverse display of some of the industr y ’s most upto-date lighting technologies will be showcased at
the Shanghai New International Expo Centre from 31
August – 2 September 2016.

but the regions are also creating stronger demand
for lighting solutions. Given this intense growth, we
believe that the Shanghai International Lighting Fair ’s
mission to help the lighting community capture new
business oppor tunities will resonate well with industr y
professionals. This year ’s show will highlight projectbased oppor tunities and smar t lighting solutions
through a comprehensive display of applications.”

Ms Lucia Wong, Deputy General Manager of Messe
Frankfur t (Shanghai) Ltd, noted: “Urbanisation in China
has been increasing steadily. When it comes to the
countr y ’s proper ty and infrastructure projects, Central
and East China are not only steering development,

Concurrent interrelated fairs to foster broad business
oppor tunities
Helping to boost sector-specific business oppor tunities
is the fair ’s strong profile of diverse products that

show review

provides a one -stop sourcing experience for designers,
planners, system integrators, engineers, builders and
many other project-based buyers. Some of the exhibiting
brands confirmed to join the 2016 fair are Chuanglian
Power Supply, CRE TOP, Dilux, ERP, GZ Arex Electronics,
HPWINNER, Mean Well, SUNPU, Sunwea, TongYiFang,
VENTO, YD Illumination, Yueming and several others. As
specialists in their field, exhibitors will promote:

group of project-based buyers, but they also assist
manufacturers of lighting and intelligent building
solutions to build strategic par tnerships with each
other through technological integration. The shows
will host more than 460 exhibitors in 40,000 sqm of
exhibition space, and expected to draw professional
visitors from lighting, intelligent building, smar t home
and HVAC industries.

• Urban lighting applications (Street, architectural,
garden, tunnel, spor ting arena and adver tising use)
• Commercial and industrial lighting applications
(Retail, office and hotel use)
• Residential lighting applications
• Lighting, electronic components and accessories
(LEDs and light sources, pack aging components,
drivers and controllers, and modules and light
engines)

Event programmes will highlight key elements of
project-based lighting

The fair will be held concurrently with three
other events: ISH Shanghai & CIHE – the Shanghai
International Trade Fair for Heating, Ventilation &
Air-Conditioning;
Shanghai
Intelligent
Building
Technology ; and Shanghai Smar t Home Technology.
Forming a par t of the “Intelligent Green Building – IGB”
exhibition platform, the four interrelated exhibitions
and their collective synergies not only benefit a wide

In addition to an extensive display of applications and
technologies, industr y professionals can look for ward
to SILF’s three event programmes that will unveil the
latest market trends and product developments. Over 50
sessions covering key project-based lighting elements
that include planning, design, implementation and
smar t technology will be held. The programmes are:
Lighting Design Agora
Organised by the Chinese Lighting Designer Association
(CLDA) and International Advisor y Council (IAC ),
Lighting Design Agora is a brand-new show component
that gathers international and domestic designers to
present on ar t and lighting design topics. I t is divided
into three categories with varied presentation formats.
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Lighting Design Arena: Association members will give informative lectures
on a variety of topics. The speaker line -up includes:
• Mr Herber t Cybulsk a, Chairman of IAC, CLDA;
Co-founder of Cybulsk a+Par tner
Topic: “Bon Nuit in St. Bonifatius”
• Mr James Wallace, CEO of IAC, CLDA;
Principal and Design Director of LightPlan
Topic: “From Renaissance to Rodin: From Lighting Design to Shadow
Design”
• Mr Freddy Lim, Director of CLDA;
Design Director of Lightcraft
Topic: “Smar ter Lighting – The Way Forward”
• Mr Mar tin Klaasen, Executive O fficer of Corporate Suppor t; Member of
IAC, CLDA;
Principal Designer of Klaasen Lighting Design
Topic: “ The Challenges of Lighting Public Ar tworks in Urban City
Environments”
• Mr Paul Ehler t, Advisor of IAC, CLDA;
Lighting Design Director of Lichtkompetenz GmbH
Topic: “Interaction and Inspiration with Light Ar t in Public Spaces”
• Mr Amardeep Dugar, Advisor of IAC, CLDA;
Founding Principal of Lighting Research & Design
Topic: “Poetic Lighting Design”
Additionally, overseas and domestic designers will par take in an interactive
Pecha Kucha-style forum, showing 20 slides for 20 seconds each, which is
sure to raise lively discussions. Some of the par ticipants are:
• Mr Jason Du, Director of CLDA
Topic: “Landscape – Less Light Means More”
• Mr Jerr y Lu, Senior Professional Member of CLDA
Topic: “Urban – Light of New Hometown”
• Mr Elvis Tang, Senior Professional Member of CLDA
Topic: “Interior – Light Will Show You the Way ”
• Mr Carr y Yu, Director of CLDA
Topic: “Interior – Quality of Light”
Lighting Design Showplace: Several international brands will showcase
their state - of-the -ar t lighting products. Par ticipating names include AL’ART,
Creative Lighting Asia, iGuzzini, LED Linear, Lumascape, Technolite, WE-EF
and Xicato. Exper ts from these companies will also give speeches on:
• Mr Luca Tarsetti, General Manager of iGuzzini
Topic: “Lighting for ‘ The Last Supper ’”
• Ms Gorana Saula, General Manager of Lumascape
Topic: “LED is in the House”
• Mr Roger Sexton, Advisor of IAC, CLDA;
Vice President Specifier Ser vice of Xicato
Topic: “Smar t Lighting and Galleries”
• Mr Stefan Bittner, Vice President, Regional Sales and Marketing of LED
Linear
Topic: “Linear Lighting Design + Ar t”
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Lighting Design Galler y : Images of excellent works
from global and domestic lighting designers will be
displayed in photography exhibitions. Contributors are
AL’ART, Creative Lighting Asia, Lumascape, Xicato and
LED Linear.
Alighting Forum – Smar t Lighting Solutions
Under the influence of the IoT, smar t lighting has not
only become a sales tactic, but it has also become
an impor tant influencer of the direction in which the
industr y will move. The union of industr y giants from
different sectors can accelerate development but may
also create challenges. Collaborating with Guangzhou
Alighting Electronic Commerce Co Ltd (Alighting
Omnimedia) and the Lighting Research Academy of
China Southern Power Grid Co Ltd, the fair organiser has
set up the forum to open discussion on smar t lighting
solutions in urban and hotel lighting applications,
communication protocols, product innovation, system
integration and much more.
China Urban Lighting Symposium
Urban and architectural lighting can be impor tant
contributors to a city ’s tourism and economic growth.
Organised by the China Illuminating Engineering
Society (CIES), the symposium will cover case studies
and panel discussions on the future development of

urban lighting projects and trends.
Regarding the show ’s industr y suppor t, Ms Wong
said: “I t is an honour to have lighting manufacturers,
trade - and project-based visitors, leading industr y
associations and the media suppor ting SILF. We look
for ward to welcoming all exper ts to explore the many
oppor tunities that the lighting space has to offer.
Market prospects are plenty and we will continue to
help the industr y capture new business.”
The Shanghai International Lighting Fair is headed by
the biennial Light + Building event which will take
place from 18 – 23 March 2018 in Frankfur t, Germany.
Messe Frankfur t also offers a series of other light and
building technology events worldwide, including the
Guangzhou International Lighting Exhibition, BIEL Light
+ Building in Argentina, Light Middle East in the United
Arab Emirates, Interlight Moscow powered by Light +
Building in Russia as well as Light India, the LED Expo
New Delhi, and the LED Expo Mumbai in India.
For more information on Light + Building shows
worldwide, please visit www.light-building.com/brand.
For more information regarding the lighting shows in
China, please visit www.light.messefrankfurt.com.cn or
email light@china.messefrankfurt.com.
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Guangzhou International
Lighting Exhibition

Tak ing the lighting sector ’s transformation in stride,
the Guangzhou International Lighting Exhibition
(GILE) wrapped up its 21st edition with visitor figures
reaching a record high. The expo maintains its steady
position as an influential and comprehensive lighting
and LED event by receiving strong industr y suppor t
– suppor t that was demonstrated through its largest
annouced visitor figures in decades. The 2016 edition,
held from 9 – 12 June at the China Impor t and Expor t
Fair Complex in Guangzhou, welcomed 145,080 visitors
(2015: 135,990) – more than a six percent increase from
last year ’s numbers – from 137 countries and regions.
These professionals hailed from China as well as from
various developed and emerging markets worldwide.
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9th – 12th June 2016
China Import and Export Fair Complex
Guangzhou, China

The top 10 overseas visiting countries and regions were
Hong Kong, Taiwan, India, Korea, Thailand, Singapore,
the US, Australia, I taly and Germany.
Though the show coincided with a national Chinese
holiday, the Dragon Boat Festival, the 17 exhibition
halls were abuzz all four days. The brightly illuminated
booths of 2,399 exhibitors from 23 countries and
regions lined 175,000 gross sqm of exhibit space. Not
only was the latest wave of innovative lighting-related
products showcased but companies also staged the
newest applications for retail, residential, industrial,
office, hospitality, transpor t and urban purposes. Some
of the offerings on display included:
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- Chip Scale Package (CSP) technology
CSP simplifies pack aging processes by allowing more flexible and compact
LED module and fixture designs to reduce overall system costs.
- Driver on board (DoB) technology
DoB pack ages power drivers directly onto circuit boards to minimise the
light source size. DoB solutions are easy to install, have cost-effective
drivers and adjustable lightning sources.
- Filament LEDs
A hot item at GILE 2016, filament bulbs combine the benefits of LED lamps
with the design of incandescent bulbs that is valued by traditionalists.
- Specialised lighting applications
UV pack ages with different wavelengths can be broadly applied to
industrial PCB colloid curing, printer ink dr yers, money verifiers, nail curing
and tanning machines. Also exhibited were radiation-, lead- and mercur yfree UV/IR LED modules that are ideal for outdoor lighting applications.
Hor ticultural LED lighting with small form factors, high efficiency and long
ser vice life, provide flexibility for growers. Dimmable and controllable,
these LEDs can be easily set in cycles to promote plant growth.
- Smar t lighting
Integrated smar t lighting systems for the home boast unique user inter faces
and panel controls that monitor movement. Also showcased were outdoor
smar t lighting solutions that combine real-time video sur veillance, charge
management and Wi-Fi- enabled app control functions.
Regarding this year ’s show, Ms Lucia Wong, Deputy General Manager of
Messe Frankfur t (Shanghai) Co Ltd, commented: “ The convergence of
lighting with state -of-the -ar t designs and technologies was prevalent
in ever y dimension of the 2016 fair through the display of new product
developments as well as design and connectivity concepts. I am sincerely
grateful for the global lighting community ’s suppor t and demonstration of
an all-inclusive mix of lighting applications. Unrelenting innovation and the
exchange of market intelligence are vital to the progression of the lighting
industr y, and we will continue to foster these elements as a global platform
committed to unear thing the industr y ’s breakthrough advancements.”
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Seminars and exper t dialogue stimulated exploration
of lighting industr y ’s different dimensions
Identified by the theme “ THNKLIGHT: A new dimension”,
the 2016 fair curated a matching event programme to
promote the discussion and creation of big ideas. Over
100 seminar sessions came to life with exper t speakers
and attendees representing various facets of the
lighting world. They engaged in dialogue concerning
the various multitudes of lighting and shed light on the
future of the industr y.
Guest speaker and lighting designer for the City
of Malmö in Sweden, Mr Johan Moritz, explained:
“Ever yone is talk ing about big data, smar t cities, ar tificial
intelligence and the IoT. Lighting is not only about
energy efficiency anymore but more about delivering
human-centric solutions and comfor t to human beings.”
Mr Lear Hsieh, another seminar speaker and President
of the Chinese Lighting Designer Association, shares
similar views. He adds: “Lighting in the future will
be a combination of various technologies and it will
automatically adjust according to human behaviours.
Devices for lighting and ambiance will eventually be
indistinguishable and we will only see the light, instead
of the housings, that we ought to see.”
Moving for ward, Mr Br yan Douglas, CEO and Secretar y
General at the Lighting Council Australia and Global
Lighting Association, respectively, shares how

companies can adapt to the changing landscape.
He states: “In the future, companies must fur ther
consolidate and form par tnerships with high-tech
players to sur vive. They must embrace smar t lighting,
smar t cities and connected lighting, and all luminaires
must have the capabilities to have full connectivity.”
The fair ’s multiscale effor ts to stimulate exchange of
new lighting concepts began in Januar y 2016. In the
lead up to the show, industr y professionals submitted
entries that revealed sustainability, digitalisation
and individualisation are gaining ever-increasing
impor tance in the lighting field. Moreover, exper ts agree
that lighting is expanding beyond basic illumination
and playing a more integral role in users’ daily lives. The
fair demonstrated that lighting can improve moods,
optimise work per formance, heighten security and
improve overall health.
From a design perspective, one show par ticipant likened
lighting to a delicate ar t – an ar t that requires creating
balance between the atmosphere and functionality to
create experiences by accentuating and reinterpreting
architecture. O ther specialists, who see lighting as
a ser vice, believe a properly designed and optimised
lighting system can impact an organisation’s financial
bottom line. They also shared that, over time, lighting
will become more controllable and this will give way to
emergence of more innovations.
Exhibitors and vistors discover valuable business
prospects at the fair
Once again, GILE cemented its position as a gathering
point for the global lighting community. Both exhibitors
and visitors alike spoke positively about their ability to
achieve their business objectives at the fair.
Mr Somnuk Ovuthitham, CEO at LeKise Lighting Co
Ltd from Thailand, said: “GILE is an influential lighting
exhibition with countless interesting products and
technologies attracting suppliers and customers. There
are ample oppor tunities for us here and we have already
found promising business leads with visitors from the
Middle East, Europe and Asia.”
Twelve -time exhibitor from I taly, Fumagalli, shares the
same sentiment. Ms Chiara Fumagalli, Commercial
Director at the company, expressed: “ The show, for us, is
a meeting point for existing par tners, finding new ones
and connecting with component suppliers. Frank ly
speak ing, I am happy about this exhibition and it gives
us good results. We have been able to achieve all of our
objectives here and we will return.”
For Mr Toshik i Nak ata, Japan Optical Liquid Product
Development Group Leader at Dow Corning’s Japan
office, the fair enables him to see and be seen in
the market. Mr Nak ata shares: “Here, we can connect
with industr y professionals and competitors to better
understand the market. The exhibition also provides
a good chance to learn how many players are in the
industr y and how active they are.”
Domestic exhibitor Mr Guo Zhijun, Deputy General
Manager at Ever fine Corporation, said: “GILE is one of the
most influential platforms for the development of the
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lighting and LED industr y. The show covers ever ything
from raw materials and equipment to applications and
finished products. This enables us to connect with
clients throughout the entire supply chain as well as
discuss technological k now-how with other exhibitors.
We strongly recommend the fair to our industr y peers
and will be back again next year.”
The fair is also effective for buyers. Mr Mustafa Ergin
Gungormez, Purchasing Manager at Pelsan from Turkey,
told: “I came to GILE to source outdoor and indoor
lighting, and have already met some potential suppliers
that meet my quality requirements and placed orders
with them. The fair is ver y effective as it allows me to
find a wide range of suppliers that can produce good
quality products that are reasonably priced.”
Return visitor from India and representative for True
Light, Mr Rupesh Mehta, expressed: “ The show is
indeed a good platform to not only source products
but also to learn about the new ideas floating around
in the industr y. Extensive product variety and the latest
technologies, coupled with clear advantages will bring
us back to this exhibition next year.”
GILE connects serious business players together. Mr
Rober t Paajanen, CEO and Managing Director at AIRAM
/ Oy Airam Electric Ab from Finland, disclosed: “I have
been visiting the Guangzhou International Lighting
Exhibition for five years now and I look for ward to
sourcing the newest lighting components ever y time. I
have already met a few suppliers here and will visiting
their manufacturing facilities after the show.”

The success of the 21st edition builds excitement for the
2017 show. Ms Lucia Wong added: “ The lighting industr y
is evolving with oppor tunities abound and giving rise
to more advanced technologies. As the industr y evolves
and transforms, the lighting community will learn to
adapt to and seize never-before -seen challenges and
oppor tunities. By striving to keep information flow
and dialogue open, GILE will continue to stay abreast
of the latest industr y developments and suppor t the
exploration of the new dimensions of lighting.”
The Guangzhou International Lighting Exhibition was
held concurrently with Guangzhou Electrical Building
Technology. Both events are headed by the biennial
Light + Building event which will take place from 18 –
23 March 2018 in Frankfur t, Germany. The next edition
of Guangzhou International Lighting Exhibition is
scheduled to take place from 9 – 12 June 2017 at the
China Impor t and Expor t Fair Complex in Guangzhou.
Messe Frankfur t also offers a series of other light and
building technology events worldwide, including
the Shanghai International Lighting Fair, BIEL Light +
Building in Argentina, Light Middle East in the United
Arab Emirates, Interlight Moscow powered by Light +
Building in Russia as well as Light India, the LED Expo
New Delhi, and the LED Expo Mumbai in India.
For more information on Light + Building shows
worldwide, please visit www.light-building.com/brand.
For more information regarding the lighting shows in
China, please visit www.light.messefrankfurt.com.cn or
email light@china.messefrankfurt.com.
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360°

Toronto, Canada
Product Focus: Anyway Doors
Requirement: 2 bolts +/- 4cm deep
Awards: Reddot Award 2015, Architizer Awards 2016, AZ Awards 2016

ANYWAY doors set off to design a unique 360° central
pivoting hinge that can be fitted to any pivoting door or
wall, tailor-made to your needs.
The jury from the 6th annual AZ Awards held in Toronto
noticed it’s excellence and awarded ANYWAY doors with
a 2016 AZ Award for “Best architectural product”! On top
of the jury prize, we also won the “people’s choice” award,
which is the absolute icing on the cake.
The virtually invisible pivoting hinges are designed to be
integrated in the door panel without the need for visible
floor fixtures. The compact hinge system features a hightech comfort closure which works in both swing directions,
allowing doors to revolve up to 360°.
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These innovative hinges make it possible for a door as
heavy as 150kg to feel as light as a feather. The Anyway
philosophy allows the door to open in all possible
directions. A pivoting door equipped with a 360° central
pivot point can therefore revolve endless like a carrousel.
Our room divider concept collected multiple awards from
prestigious international design contests:
Reddot Award 2015 - winner - category: product design
Architizer Awards 2016 - "special mention" as an industry
leader for architecture and design
AZ Awards 2016 - winner - category: best architectural
product
Innovative pivot hinges without built-in floor fixtures
The invisible pivoting hinge is mounted on the finished floor
surface using a compact part, without a floor spring or
integrated floor fixtures. The minimum floor anchoring (2
bolts +-4cm deep) allows for easy installation on any type
of floor even equipped with under floor heating systems.
During the development process, a great deal of attention
was paid to installation and user-friendliness so that the
pivoting door could be used in new builds as well as
renovations regardless of the floor construction!
Offset or centrally positioned pivoting doors?
The pivoting hinges are designed to create both offset axis
and central axis pivoting doors. In an offset axis pivoting
door, we use a 1/3 ratio for the pivot point mounting. All
Anyway door panels can be equipped with this technology.
There is a wide choice of plain, glass and “framed glass”
doors with an aluminium frame fitted with clear, matte or
even coloured glass.
Smart locking technology guarantees a perfect closing
unit
All pivot doors close soundlessly by means of patented
locking technology integrated in the door as well as in
the minimalist frame. The male (convex) part consists of
a synthetic profile on the door leaf; the synthetic fitting
in the door frame is the female (concave) part. Every
Anyway door can therefore be set at an opening of 90°,
or 180°/360°. Even with doors swinging at 180°/360°, this
guarantees perfect closure and positioning. The invisible
built-in ventilation is also provided as standard with full
doors and glass-framed doors.
About ANYWAY doors
ANYWAY doors has been studying the characteristics and
applications of modern interior doors since 1995. Not only
are doors the most used building element in any residential
construction, they also cover a fair percentage of the wall
surface area. All the more reason for the client to pay extra
attention to doorways.
From the start ‘re-inventing the door’ was our mission
and insulation, ventilation, privacy, security, maintenance,
and durability are of course important considerations
in this engineering process. After numerous technical
improvements, we are able to provide a smart door concept
that is dateless, attractive and offers solid added value to
your home and your living comfort.
W ith their minimalist design, ANYWAY doors customised
interior doors distinguish themselves in more than 15,000
residential projects.
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Guest room designs of the new Radisson Blu Hotel

Radisson Blu
Marrakech, Morocco
Agency: Atelier Pod
Founder: Lotfi Sidirahal
Theme: Arabian Geometrics
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The Radisson Blu Hotel Marrakech has just officially
opened its doors. Xavier Guerrand Hermes and the
investment fund Actif Invest invited Atelier Pod to design
the accommodation of their new Marrakech property
operated by the Carlson Rezidor hotel chain.
The main design challenge was to create a contemporary
and innovative aesthetic recalling the essence of the
red city. The hotel is located in Gueliz, and is part of a
mixed-use property including apartments and a shopping
center called “Carre Eden”. The design team had a tailored
approach of extending the urban dynamic of the city to
provide a relaxing, atypical atmosphere.
Atelier Pod focused on the design layout before looking
for the aesthetic DNA. The purpose was to repeal the
separation between the bathroom and the bedroom, and
make a typical object of the eastern Arab language: the
mousharabieh screen, the design highlight of the room.
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The sliding screen cuts a white
monolithic bloc, creating an elegant
separation between the bathroom
and bedroom, showing on one side
a vanity counter and on the other,
a dressing table. The elegance is in
the use of the mousharabieh, and the
extension of its perspective behind
a mirror which provides a visual
connection between the bedroom
and the bathroom. The dressing is
the second master piece of the room,
designed as a multifunctional carved
monolithic bloc, used as bathroom
storage with a corner minibar column.
The holistic design idea of the room
is the harmonious blend between
ethnic patterns and classical Arabian
Geometrics. The distortion of patterns
and their large glossy effect is what
creates full and empty spaces
incarnating the closet and contrasting
the primitive ethnic patterns on the
wallpaper.
The Deluxe room however, has a
different orientation than the standard
room. It has more width than length,
which allows a position of the bed
facing the view, whereas the desk is
placed right behind the bed.
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The bathroom faces the view as well, making the entire
space bathe in natural day light; the effect is enhanced as
the deluxe bathroom is designed as a wet room, with the
same mineral material covering the space. The rain shower
cubicle is isolated into the bathroom space with a thick
glass screen.
The space and material blend characterizes a contemporary
understanding of the importance of a functions balance
and the interpretation of the Moroccan heritage, all
harmoniously merged in one space and making it personal
to Radisson Marrakech.
Atelier Pod is an international Architecture and Interior
design studio founded in Paris in 1999, with branches
today in Dubai and Casablanca. Before founding Atelier
Pod, the French Moroccan architect Lotfi Sidirahal was a
partner at the design agency "Nebka" in Paris, specialized
in luxury retail design with clients such as Kenzo, Armani,
Clarins, Guerlain.
Atelier Pod first started as an innovative laboratory on
contemporary architecture and lifestyle evolution. Its first
pioneering projects have earned several exhibitions in
museums around the world, the most remarkable being the
contemporary art centers as Grimaldi Forum in Monaco, the
Vitra Design Museum in Berlin, Kunsthaus Graz in Austria,
Canal Fundacion in Madrid, the Institute of Contemporary
Arts (ICA) à Boston et le Hangaram Design Museum in
Seoul.
After the luxury retail architectural experimentations,
“Atelier Pod” collaborated on more than twenty hotel
projects, and became a recognized design firm in hospitality
referenced by renowned international hotel brands such as
Accor, Fairmont Raffles, Carlson Rezidor, Anantara, Shaza
by Kempinski, Paramount Hotels, etc.
The studio’s achievements were awarded the creativity
prize at Feidad in Taiwan, Eiffel Tower prize, in Paris, in
addition to a nomination amongst the 40 best Architecture
studios worldwide at the “Borromini Awards" in Rome.
Last year the firm received two prizes for Architecture and
Interior Design at the A design awards in Milan, the worlds'
largest and most diffused event in international design.
The current undertaken projects include a resort in the
Maldives islands, The Anantara Al Jabal Al Akhdar Resort
in Sultanate of Oman, as well as the conception of a new
restaurant at the Four Seasons Marrakech, etc.
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ORIENTATED
BY LIGHT
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Reference Projects:
Amatara Resort & Wellness, Phuket
Intercontinental Da Nang Sun Peninsula Resort, Da Nang
Private Nirvana Residence, Bangkok
Hotel La Casetta by Toscana Valley, Nakhon Ratchasima Province, Thailand
Private Nirvana Residence, Bangkok
Lighting Design & Solution: Lighting & Equipment Public Company Limited (L&E)
Writers: Sudrak Prichanond, Sebastian Rinn Ortiz
Photo Credits: Lighting & Equipment Public Company Limited (L&E)

Step Lighting in Amatara Resor t & Wellness
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Post Top Lighting in Hotel La Casetta by Toscana Valley
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W

When walking outdoors at night time, “Light”
serves as people’s main source of orientation. Light
therefore does not only function as the medium to
brighten and reveal a place but also exhibits some sort of
psychological guidance. Light leads and provides us with
a calming rhythm indicating the continuity and flow of our
way. What is more, it equips us with a sense of security
and implies an endpoint adherent to any path. The level of
brightness is a good indicator of a place’s degree of privacy.
For instance, indirect subtle lights provided by bollard or step
light convey a strong feeling of intimate privacy. Similarly,
public walkways lit up by post tops arise a sense of safety
and public exposure. If confronted with alternative routes,
different lighting techniques can be applied to tell us about
the significance of each path. Correspondingly, lighting can
be used as a signage system and guide people.
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Tree Accent Lighting in Private Nir vana Residence

The main criterion for choosing a horizontal outdoor
illuminance is its usage place. With 1-5 lux, only the detection
of movement is possible. 1 lux is suggested for familiar areas
with a low number of passers-by such as residences and
hotel resorts. When safety issues are of greater concern, 5
lux should be the minimum. 30-50 lux are recommended for
public walkways and are the necessary minimum to recognize
human faces. It is interesting to note that the midpoint of two
leading lights indicates the minimum lux level a specific area
requires.
Various types of luminaires exist that serve as orientation
lights. They differ in the effects they create and are therefore
designed for different places and applications.
Bollard
The patch of light inherent in garden walkways can be
created by bollards. Due to their short size, counting with a
height of around 0.50-1.20m, only a small area is highlighted.
Bollards come with various designs and lighting effects that
can generate either direct or indirect light. The direct one
produces diffused or directional lighting, while the indirect
one reduces glare and enhances visual comfort.
Border
Similar to bollards but shorter, borders are typically applied
on the top of columns but can be occasionally used for
walkways as well. The height is around 0.30-0.50m providing
a similar patch of light to bollards’. Borders are suitable for
private walkways that require just little light for guidance.

Inground Lighting in Intercontinental Da Nang Sun Peninsula Resor t

Inground
The inground up-lighting effect is another option for walkways.
The low power inground can be used as an indicator to lead
people. Higher power ingrounds can highlight the rhythm of
vertical features along the walkway such as sculptures or
columns.
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Step Light
The leading light used for staircases and foot-paths is step light. It
provides light at low level for safety to prevent dangerous falls. Step
Lights are usually installed at 0.1-0.3m above floor level, in the middle of
riser height, or are implemented in side walls to highlight the steps.
Post Top
Post tops are considered the best solution to lead people in more
commercial and public walkways. They are designed to brighten
landscape decks as well as lawns. Thanks to their height of 2-4m, post
tops can cover large areas and are visible from far distance.
Tree Accent
When trees accompany the walkway, they can be presented as lighting
features through the usage of tree accent luminaires. An accessory called
ground spike, a long pin to be driven into the soil, is required for the
proper installation of those luminaires. Sometimes, tree accent luminaires
are installed on the tree utilizing another accessory called tree mounting
strap, a kind of flexible belt to band around the branch. Due to the various
shapes and heights trees can take, wattage and beam angle must be
carefully considered. Wide-shaped trees need a wider beam angle than
thinner ones, while higher trees require a higher wattage luminaire than
smaller ones.
The lay-out of orientation lighting can be arranged in various patterns
e.g. single sided, double sided, and staggered sided pattern. The proper
distance between two luminaires is another issue. 4-6m length is the
recommended spacing for bollard and border. For post tops and tree
accent lights, it should be around 8-12m length. However, designed
distance relates to other factors such as walkway width, type of place,
and aesthetics as well.

Post Top Lighting in Private Nir vana Residence
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When designing walkway lighting, factors to take into account in addition to the
luminaires’ level of brightness and arrangement style include durability, safety,
and maintenance issues. Luminaires for outdoor applications have to be built with
durable materials such as high grade aluminium or stainless steel, and must be
rated IP55 or more. Safety concerns suggest using low voltage light sources and
equipment to reduce the risk of electrical shocks during rainy periods. In terms of
maintenance, long life time LED light sources are the most viable solution.
About L&E
L&E is a lighting equipment manufacturer and lighting solution provider based in
Bangkok, Thailand. We have been specialists in lighting for more than 20 years and
engaged in many prominent projects in Thailand and other Asian countries during
that time. For more information, please visit www.lighting.co.th.
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Border Lighting in Hotel La Casetta by Toscana Valley
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Aurecon helps show iconic Buddhist Temple in new light

Buddha Tooth Relic
Temple & Museum
Singapore
Lighting Designer: Angela Woo-Scott
Photo Credits: Aurecon

After
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T

he Buddha Tooth Relic Temple & Museum is one of
the most striking landmarks in Singapore’s Chinatown
district, and a place where Buddhists attend a range of
daily services. Opened in May 2007, and consecrated
in 2008 as a Chinese Buddhist temple, the Tang-styled
Temple has particular importance to Buddhists as it is
home to a religious relic; a Tooth of the Buddha. This
artefact is the centrepiece of the building and sits in the
Sacred Light Hall on the Temple’s fourth storey.
Global engineering and infrastructure advisory firm
Aurecon was appointed by the Buddha Tooth Relic Temple
& Museum, to provide specialist lighting consultancy
services for a significant upgrade of its lighting system.
The work was carried out to better enhance the visitor
experience for both tourists and worshippers, and to
draw closer attention to the Temple’s intricate design and
detailing. This included a full overhaul of the Temple’s
interior and exterior lighting sources.
Aurecon’s Principal Lighting Designer, Angela Woo-Scott,
said the potential for creating a transformative lighting
set-up was immediately apparent on arriving at the
venue.
“It was clear to us on our first visit to the Temple that we
had to strike an important balance between maintaining
the serenity expected of a place of worship while
also creating a system that would best highlight the
incredibly detailed design of the building along with its
array of culturally-significant artefacts. Lighting can play
an important role in defining how people will behave
within a given space and this project was an opportunity

to use that to maximum effect.”
Upgrade and improve
Aurecon proposed a new lighting system for all the
public interior and exterior areas. In particular, emphasis
was placed on improving the exterior lighting of the
Temple’s façade and landscape, as well as its lighting
control systems which were suffering functionality issues
caused by wear and tear. The Buddha Tooth Relic Temple
is instantly recognisable in its neighbourhood, but much
of its beauty lies in the detail, so the lack of adequate
exterior lighting meant visitors and passers-by were not
able to fully appreciate the intricacy of the building. For
the team at Aurecon, this was one area of work where
immediate improvement could be made.
The client’s initial request was to per form simple relamping or replacement of faulty exterior light bulbs.
There were also no plans to change the halogen light
sources that lit the Temple’s interior. However, following
a full site inspection, Aurecon discussed a proposed new
lighting system, to be installed in both public interior
and exterior areas (excluding the Temple’s museum).
Rather than simply update what was in place, Aurecon
was able to show the client how a new lighting system
would improve the ambiance and overall experience
for worshippers, visitors and staff. The aim was to
enhance the immersive experience within these spaces
to create better overall appreciation of the building.
Aurecon supplied detailed plans, drawings and more
to demonstrate how the new lighting system would
improve the experience for those attending the Temple.
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Working in a culturally sensitive manner
Aurecon’s project team approached the execution
phase with sensitivity, given that the facility would
be operational during the upgrading work and out of
respect for the religious landmark. In particular, the Chief
Monk was initially unsure about upgrading the interior
lights, having grown accustomed to the existing set-up
within the building that is both his place of worship and
his place of residence.
Constant dialogue with the Temple’s facilities
management team was equally important. Aurecon
ensured a consistent flow of information as the project
team reviewed and assessed the management team’s
diverse responses while they adapted to new controls
and multiple light programming. By ensuring such clear
and frequent dialogue, adjustments could be more easily
and accurately tailored to accommodate preferences
and to improve the system further.
Creating unique solutions to technical challenges
Taking into account that the Temple was a finished
structure, lighting replacement required extra careful
handling to ensure no damage was caused to the
building’s polished sur faces. Special attention was paid
to work that needed to be done close to Temple finishes,
which could not be altered to match lighting fixtures.
Running new electrical cables in many areas proved
impossible. In response, Aurecon’s project team
showcased their creative versatility by developing
bespoke, onsite solutions to adjust the output and beam
angles from light fittings to suit each space.

Throughout the project, the Buddha Tooth Relic Temple
remained fully operational from morning to night, and
also on many nights when religious ceremonies were
taking place – sometimes up to midnight. Work in the
Temple’s public spaces had to be conducted in the early
hours, when the building was closed. Tasks such as light
testing, commissioning and turning were also per formed
then. Rope access could be used at these times too, to
facilitate facade lighting replacement work.
Commenting on the project’s success, Angela, added:
“ Visitors and worshippers at the Buddha Tooth Relic
Temple & Museum now have a better experience
overall and are able to enjoy the facility ’s beauty in an
environment that pays respect to the importance of the
Temple while still showcasing its wonder. Overall, the
client was happy with the new lighting; many spaces in
the temple are brighter and lighted correctly with the
proper tuning and adjustment of light levels and aiming.
The façade lighting has helped the temple display
its magnificence at night as a significant landmark.
Maintenance requirements have also been reduced;
it is now easy to control lighting in all spaces. After
the final site inspection with the Chief Monk, he was
ver y pleased, as the temple’s fine and intricate details
are now highlighted better than they have ever been
before. Additionally, through the use of LED technology,
the electricity consumption of the temple has also
decreased, thus making an important contribution to the
sustainable and responsible use of resources.” ■
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Evergreen Campus
Reception Pavilion
Montrouge, France
Architect of Record: Arte Charpentier Architectes
Interior Designer: Arte Charpentier Architectes
Structure: Terrell International
Facades: CEEF
Acoustics: Lamoureux Acoustique
Economist: AE75
Independent Auditor: Socotec
Health and Safety Officer: Socotec
Metallic Structure: Alucobond
Contract Management: Groupement SETEC Bâtiment
Illustration: A. Zuga SARL
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R

ight at Paris’ doorstep, the
Evergreen Campus hosts the
Crédit Agricole’s head office. Multiple
corporate entities share this space;
the entire campus revolves around
a central park that acts as its green
lung.
The reception pavilion spans on
600 m2 and two levels. A familiar
landmark for those who work on
the campus, it also helps visitors
find their way more easily. This
architectural structure opens the
campus to the city and is in line with
the site’s environmental vocation.
Nine
bending
radiuses
were
necessar y for the metallic exterior ’s
complex design: The “comma”, that
protects the personnel’s entries with
its porch and the pavilion in itself,
mostly glassed, by which visitors
enter the site at street level and can
access the campus at the first level
inside.
The building manages to cohesively
blend its contemporar y design to
create a welcoming atmosphere in
a fully functional environment. At
street level visitors are welcomed
under an awe-inspiring vaulted arch
lit by colored LED lines showcasing
different
lighting
patterns.
At
campus level a space that is largely
open to the park can be used to host
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About the agency
With more than 100 staff in the
world, Arte Charpentier is an
international architecture firm based
in Paris. It maintains offices in Lyon
and Shanghai. Arte Charpentier has
also developed strong in-house
competences in architecture, urban
planning, landscape, interior design
and site management with its 22
associates.
In the third trimester, 2015, in
addition to the EOLE building
(67,000 m²) and the Evergreen
Campus’ reception pavilion, the
firm developed two hotels: an Ibis
Styles of 308 rooms and a Pullman
of 305 rooms in Roissypôle for the
Accor goup (25,090 M², architect /
landscape architect), as well as the
Les Saisons mall in Meaux (70,300 m²,
architect of record / interior designer
/ landscape architect).

temporary exhibitions. It is also able to receive an audience, as was asked by
the Montrouge municipality. The building’s clear and bright tones express its
modern and rigorous craft.
The pavilion renews the site’s image, becomes the Evergreen campus’
store window and expresses the Crédit Agricole’s values of innovation and
efficiency by displaying its architectural boldness. Arte Charpentier led the
architecture, interior design and landscaping missions on the project.

Recently the agency has delivered
the
Gendarmerie
Nationale’s
headquarters in Issy-les-Moulineaux,
the Innovation House in Dijon, the
Taiyuan opera in China as well as
commerce and housing programs
in
Vannes,
Bourges,
Nantes,
Villeurbanne,
Asnière-sur-Seine,
Béthune, etc. and tertiar y buildings
in the Parisian region. It has also
worked on the European Spatial
Agency ’s headquarter project in
paris, the Véolia Environnement
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campus in Lyon, the LVMH R&D center in Orléans, two
hotels in Tours (in progress) and a mixed-use mall and
office complex in Sétif, Algeria.
In regards to urban planning, Arte Charpentier Architectes
has directed the study for the planning project of the
Algiers bay and participated to the Axe Seine project for
the Great Paris plan. After a study mission for the urban
reconfiguration of Algiers, the agency now works for

the SEMABA (the urban planning society of Bagneux)
as an urban planning architect coordinating the joint
development zone of the Victor Hugo neighborhood,
integrating a new centralization around the extension of
the metro line 4 and the upcoming inauguration of the
Great Paris line 15. The municipality of Bagneux has even
renewed its trust in Arte Charpentier by giving it another
mission concerning the project super vision of the joint
development zone’s public spaces. ■
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Achieve power savings and brighter lighting by installing latest LED types

Ushioda Park
Yokohama City, Kanagawa Prefecture

The LED lamps (LEDioc LED light bulb) achieve a 360 degree light distribution
equivalent to that for HID lamps, safely lighting the park roads at nigh
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U

Six high-output LED floodlights (LEDioc FLOOD DUELL 650W) are
installed on each of the newly installed lighting poles at the tennis courts.

shioda Park is a Park with a full
range of facilities including
tennis courts, baseball ground,
playground area and a community
house
(with
librar y
rooms/
multipurpose rooms). In the summer,
a 25m pool and children’s pool are
also opened. Together with its
parking area and toilets, it is popular
with locals as a bright and spacious
multipurpose park that can be
enjoyed by both children and adults
alike. In April this year, Yokohama
City ’s
Environmental
Planning
Bureau carried out renovation work
on the lighting for the park. LED light
fixtures have been installed with
the objective of promoting power
savings and to reduce CO2 emissions.
At the baseball ground, the four
existing towers were retained but
the 132 existing 1000W metal halide
floodlights were replaced with 84
high-output LED floodlights (LEDioc
FLOOD DUELL 1000W ). Each of the
new LED floodlights has a brightness
equivalent to a 1500W metal halide
type.

High-output LED floodlights (LEDioc FLOOD DUELL 650W) evenly
light the tennis courts, realizing comfortable night-game lighting.
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For the baseball
ground, the change
to an LED lighting
system has been
achieved by using
the existing lighting
poles and upgrading
to high-output LED
floodlights (LEDioc
FLOOD DUELL
1000W).

Upgrading the existing 1000W
metal halide lamps to high-output
LED floodlights (LEDioc FLOOD
DUELL 1000W) reduced the number
of fixtures used and achieved both
large-scale power savings and
acomfortable visual environment.
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The high-output LED
floodlights (LEDioc FLOOD
DUELL 1000W) achieve
large-scale power savings,
and comfortably light the
natural grass of the baseball
ground at night.

facades & landscapes

The change reduced the number of lighting fixtures used and achieved
large scale power savings while providing an increased brightness level. The
area for the three tennis courts saw the addition of two lighting poles. The
result has been a reduced level of glare and a far more uniform lighting
environment. The previously installed 1000W metal halide floodlights were
upgraded to equivalent 650W LEDioc FLOOD DUELL floodlights. Overall, a
ver y nice night-game lighting environment has been created using highoutput LED fl oodlights that area also delivering on power savings and
supporting a more environmentally conscious approach. ■
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Light in the Tunnel
Essen, Germany
Design: VarioInspect
Developer: Eisenmaan
Project Leader: Jan Hammermann
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VarioInspect is the first LED
light tunnel to be developed by
Eisenmann, and was launched in
2015. “ We are extremely proud to
have received this award for our
new product,” states VarioInspect
project leader Jan Hammermann,
“Red Dot is unique in this special
area of plant engineering and a
reward for the successful integration
of engineering and design.”

E

isenmann has received the prestigious Red Dot Award: Product Design
2016 in the industr y, machiner y and robotics categor y. The 41 judges,
including designers, university professors and journalists from around
the world, praised the advanced design of the VarioInspect, an LED light
tunnel that suppor ts quality control in paint shops. Overall, 5,214 products
were entered in the international competition’s 31 categories. They were
assessed in terms of innovation, formal quality, functionality, and ecological
compatibility.

The light tunnel’s layout creates a
pleasant and ergonomic work ing
environment, and reduces noise
levels and echoes. The unique LED
lighting is adjustable from warm
white to cool white, and can be
tailored to the specific challenge,
such as the paint color and gloss
level of the body. The lighting makes
highly effective sur face quality
inspections possible. This is essential
as OEMs and consumers regard the
slightest blemish in paintwork as
unacceptable. The LEDs’ low power
consumption and long ser vice life
minimize operating costs.
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“Red Dot award winners have not only demonstrated
exceptional design sk ills. Their achievements also
highlight the central role of design in the development
of innovative products,” believes Professor Peter Zec,
initiator of the Red Dot Awards and CEO of the company
that organizes the competition.
The award ceremony will take place at the Red Dot
Design Museum in Essen, Germany, on July 4, 2016,
followed by a special, four-week exhibition showcasing
the winning products.
About Eisenmann
Eisenmann is a leading global provider of industrial
solutions and ser vices for sur face finishing, material
flow automation, thermal process technology and
environmental engineering. A family-run business
founded in 1952 in southern Germany, Eisenmann
develops and builds made -to-measure manufacturing,
assembly and distribution plants that are highly flexible,
energy- and resource -efficient – and deployed by
enterprises throughout the world for nearly 65 years.
The company has a workforce of 3,600 in Europe, the
Americas and BRIC countries (2015). In 2014, Eisenmann
generated sales revenues of 753 million euros according
to the German commercial code (HGB). ■
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Fahouse
Montreal, Canada
Typology: Habitation
Location: Eastern Townships, Quebec, Canada
Superficies: 1900 square feet
Window Specialist: Shalwin Canada
Contractor: Ulys Collectif
Collaborators: Jessica Bouffette, Olivier Grenier and Martine Walsh
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N

estled in the privacy of a
hemlock
forest,
FAHOUSE
presents an amazing building that
seems to emerge from a children’s
stor y. Exploiting the contrasts
between opacity and light, the
architect Jean Ver ville develops a
graphic assemblage, which rises
like two giant conifers, intensifying
the dreamlike aspect of this
architectural proposal. Derived from
the archetypal figure of the house,
the double triangular prism per fectly
illustrates childhood characterizing
the whole development of this
project.
Conceived for a couple of young
professionals and two children,
the cottage revisits the family
home settings to explore an
imaginar y closely linked to the
site, its occupants and their actual
way of living the family life. The
close complicity with these clients
during the design process, and
the
playfulness
distinguishing
their parent-children relationship,
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empower the architect to design a new way of living their
reality. Throughout the construction, the collaboration
between the architect, the family and the entrepreneur
promotes a shared enthusiasm resulting in building
quality and flawless finishing.
The two houses profile emerges. The architect
emphasizes the elongated shape of the land by a
promenade along the blind wall of the first volume. A
wide exterior staircase revealing the natural slope leads
to the ground floor and welcomes newcomers under
an imposing cantilever defining the covered terrace.
The large opaque door opens into a vibrant lobby that
extends to the mysterious forest. The living area enjoys
glass walls, which seem to dematerialize and eliminate
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the boundar y between architecture and landscape,
allowing nature to fabulously slip inside. Already the
house comes to life and the magic of the place operates.
The architectural deployment of the staircase ar ticulates
the ground floor while governing the access parade
to the perched areas of the two houses. The first, the
toddlers’, nestled in the enchanted forest, displays a large
bunk bed welcoming friends to share fantastic nights. A
few stairs jump leads to the second, the parents’ house,
which looks like a beehive composed of a succession
of cells each offering a distinctive ritual. In a surprising
mirror effect, the bedroom doubles as a bathroom
offering two simple and soothing volumes suspended
between ear th and sky. In contrast, the graphic display of
the impressive family shower room promises a different
experience for daily ablutions. The upper floor evokes
the lair of the whale to brighten the imagination and
allow for a color ful world of unbelievable adventures.
The Architect
The practice of Jean Ver ville is on the fringe of mainstream
architecture. For each proposal, architecture, design,
museum installation or object, the architect uses the
architectural promenade as material to develop the
spatial qualities of his experiments. In addition to its
award-winning practice and his significant international
publications Jean Ver ville continues his investigations on
architectural design process through a PhD at Université
du Québec à Montréal. ■
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Garden Void House
Toronto, Canada
Space: 4000 sf
Apartment: Single Family Residence
Architects: Alva Roy Architects
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G

arden Void is a single family two stor y house, including five bedrooms,
basement home office, living/dining and k itchen/family room and an
enclosed garage space of approximately 4000 sf in total.
Meet the Garden Void House
From the outside in, is crafted with natural yet refined honest building
materials, and strong contrast of large and ver y narrow windows, causes
anyone who drives by to slow down and enjoy the view. From the inside
out, people enjoy a beautiful oasis filled with emotion and positivity, while
maintaining their privacy.
Garden-Void and Quite Core
The oasis is centered on Garden, which begins unconventionally on the
basement level and torpedoes up through the void space of the house. The
contrasting windows play a crucial role in suppor ting the growth of the
home, lighting it up brilliantly during the day and allowing just the right
amount of light glow into the house. This house was designed not just for a
family to function, but for them to live and grow.
This home tailors a complex relationship of mass-to-void by interconnecting
the Garden from the basement to the second floor through a Void.” The Void
shares an internal journey through the building”. The white Interior sur faces
feel an incredible mobile shadow from the diamond screen wall while the sun
position changed throughout the day in all seasons. This combination gives
the home an emotional quite core while encouraging a smooth circulation
of ever yday family activities.
By defining the cour tyard at the lower level, a Garden core at the middle, and
the placement of not so private spaces (i.e., the office and garage, which are
at street level), the project suppor ts the notion of “quite” and the residence
enable to fight against the noise of the city. As you come in, you have to
star t to believe differently and more quietly.
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Sustainability - Light and Heat Control
Stick on solar panel is too often a result when ordinar y architecture with some
tweaks strives for “green” buildings. But Garden void House and his architect
Alva Roy applied their smar ts to creating truly sustainable building that respond
intelligently to its climate and site and that challenge caused the development
of new, mesmerizing, livable architecture in Toronto. One of the impor tant
components of Garden Void House was to generate the specified amount of
natural light and visibility to ensure the interior spaces remain bright while
maintaining a sense of privacy. To do this, horizontal narrow windows designed
on the west, faced to the street side and create a sense of privacy while har vest
natural light thought out the day and control glare and heat along the long
west face of the building. Two large openings located at the same side beside
the “Garden Core” brings just the right amount of light to the lower level
through the Garden Void and evokes positive emotional responses from the
client and his family who lived in. Excessive heat that might be generated by
large skylight or “stack effect ” has been avoided by offsetting the skylight at
the higher floor level with combination of an opening whose play a role of a
natural ventilation between the voids at the second floor.
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Detailing
With attention to detail, power ful box-like forms, and
using of honest materials like natural stones and wood,
Garden Void House creates an unexpected building.
Building Placement
This infill residential project is located in Nor th York, a
traditional Toronto neighborhood. I t occupies a corner
lot with its nor th and west façade setbacks enjoying
natural daylight throughout all seasons.
The house is set at right angle to a stream with adequate
setbacks, in par t to avoid obstructing neighbor ’s view.
The living area oriented to the south and its view toward
the natural setting is assured by an 8-meter long window
placed at the south side of the building.
Interior design follows the geometric alignments of the
overall plan, mak ing for a variety of spaces and views
beyond what the basic rectangular plan might suggest.
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Bedrooms placement (children’s bedrooms facing nor th
and parent ’s bedroom facing south) meets one aspect of
the original brief that the clients wished to have separate
area for themselves and children on the second floor.
Elevation drawings of the house show how it sits on
its own site, with straightfor ward lines, and a play of
expansive and narrow window designed to capture the
passerby ’s attention and engage with the surrounding
residential neighborhood.
The Garden Void House was built to marr y the
architectural design and vision with the functionality
requirements outlined by client. As a result, we created
a modern home that dedicated to the client ’s desires
while adding a spiritual feeling to the space through
interior gardening and an exterior green cour tyard at the
basement level. Both Gardens transforms the traditional
sense of what a garden is, no longer the surrounding,
but the center of the home and the house surrounded
the garden.
Most people look at a basement as a ver y dark space
to watch movies, for gym, for a spare bedroom. In this
house, we leveraged the basement as the function for
Garden Void. Signifying life, growth and new beginnings.
About Alva Roy Architects
Alva Roy Architects recognized as a Canadian design
practice and registered architectural firm in Toronto,
Ontario. Alva Roy is member of Royal Architectural
Institute of Canada, Ontario Association of Architects
and Toronto Society of Architect.
He consistently
pushes the boundaries of architecture and interior
design with over 15 years of experience with extensive
experience in designing building with a broad por tfolio
of project types, ranging from an exhibition booth to
interior design; single residential to town houses and
low rise building; and large scale commercial.
Alva Roy Architects commitment to design excellent
and creating a spiritual space, beside respect to using
of honest building material and detailing resulted in
numerous architectural and design awards and the
publication of his work locally and internationally. ■
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Transforming a traditional house into tasteful modern home

Zn House
Toronto, Canada
Designers: John Tong and Nathan Dykstra
Landscape Design: +tongtong
Landscape Contractor & Plant Specialist: Neil Turnbull / Hedgerow
Millwork Manufacturer: Distinctive by Design
Contractor: Symmetry Construction
Photographer: Lisa Petrole
Core Specifications: Custom Wood
Frame Windows: Tradewood Industries
Vent Free Ethanol Fireplace: EcoSmart Fire XL Series
Custom Window Blinds: G-Line Solar Shading
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M

ultidisciplinar y design studio +tongtong recently
completed a renovation and addition to a traditional
Victorian house in Toronto. The house was transformed
into an open and bright modern home through a series
of strategic moves and incisions.
The specifications were to build a modern family home
that expands the area of livable space while remaining
true to the vernacular of the neighborhood. This
challenge was met with an emphasis on natural materials
and light. Inspired by rural living and the original build
date of the home, industrial materials accentuate re imagined architectural qualities in an unmistak able
contemporar y space.
Grey and black zinc used throughout both the exterior
and interior of the home is a material that blends
traditional aspects with the new contemporar y scheme.
Inside, a ver tical shaft brings light from large skylights
down 3 floors illuminating the ground floor while
animating a zinc wall and ceiling above the k itchen.
As for +tongtong principal John Tong’s favourite element
of the house, “I really embrace the slot between the two
floors. I t turns the 2nd floor hallway into a bridge that
connects all of the floors. This is key to bringing light
down to the first floor.”
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On the 3rd floor, the entire gable has been replaced with an expansive
triangular glass window affording views of the neighbourhood and
downtown skyline in the distance. A custom-made triangular blind shades
the window and retracts into a millwork unit when not in use.
In the k itchen, an original window at the side of the house was reconfigured
propor tionally to retain its original breadth. This now horizontal window
extends along the k itchen and integrates seamlessly within the millwork of
the dining room. The k itchen counter also extends providing the means for
a counter top vent-free ethanol fireplace in the dining room. Throughout the
home, millwork such as that found in the transitional space between the
k itchen and dining room defines overlapping function.
Outside, the rear facade of the home has been entirely transformed to
maximize views of the expansive elm tree behind the house; while in front, a
large glass pop-out opens up the home to the street while being protected
from the sun and elements by a new zinc awning reminiscent of bygone
neighbourhood corner stores. The landscaped berm and retaining walls
create a layer of privacy between the public street and the private home
which provides a small area of refuge in front of the home for children to
play, complete with theatre seating to watch the spectacle of life unfold.
+tongtong principal John Tong (B. Architecture from the University of Toronto,
1992), has recently completed award winning projects Drake Devonshire
Inn, Her Majesty ’s Pleasure, and Barsa Taberna, and is currently work ing on
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a diverse range of projects including Mascot Brewer y,
Re -imaging of a US Restaurant Brand, a re -development
project in Detroit, offices for Guru Animation, Batch for
Molson Canada, Drake 1150 expansion and numerous
residential projects. His work has been exhibited at
the Venice Architecture Biennale, CAA in Montreal,
MOMA in New York, the Design Exchange
and The Interior Design Show in Toronto,
and has been profiled in international
publications and books.
The Zn House was a finalist in
the 2015 Best of the Year
Awards by Interior
Design Magazine. ■
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Choose Your
Preferred Ambience
By Lutron Electronics
www.lutron.com

LyneoTM Slide To Off (STO) Dimmer

Rania® IR Digital Dimmer

Photo Credits: Lutron Electronics

L

ighting should not be just ‘on’ or ‘off ’ - there are
endless possibilities in-between! W ith Lutron’s range
of stylish dimmers, you can create the best light level and
ambience for different activities and tasks on hand.

Lyneo TM Slide To Off (STO) Dimmer
•
•
•
•

Incandescent, mains voltage halogen, 1-way
(WxHxD) 86.1 x 86.1 x 29.6mm
Slide up to on/brighten, down to dim/off
40-500 W

Rania ® IR Digital Dimmer

Product family features:
• Infrared remote control to change the light level from
anywhere in the room
• Green LEDs indicate light level
• Lights softly fade to on/off
• Acoustically quiet operation
• Tap on to favourite level; tap off
• Tap twice for full on
• Press, hold and release for gradual fade-to-off
• Press up/down buttons to adjust light level
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Rania® IR Remote Control

Technical specifications:
• 220 - 240 V~, 50/60 hz
• Remote controls have a range of 10 meters
• Backbox with depth of at least 35mm recommended
• CE approved
• Universal
dimmer
controls
incandescent,
halogen, electronic and magnetic low voltage where
transformer type is unknown

Rania ® IR Remote Control

Remote control for Rania ® IR dimmers
• For use with Rania IR for dimming from remote location
• Press silver button to recall favourite light level
• Press and hold silver button to save favourite light
setting
• Use rocker to adjust light level
• Press top button for full on and bottom for full off
• 10-metre range
For more information, please visit www.lutron.com/asia.
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The concept of Ampera lies in a
family of 3 road LED luminaires:
Mini, midi and maxi
By Schréder
www.schreder.com

Recommended installation height:
between 4 and 12m. For optimal
heat dissipation, the driver and LED
engine are in separate compartments
and juxtaposed in a horizontal
section. The independent optical
and gear compartment ensures easy
installation.
House and Finish
• Housing in high-pressure, die-cast
aluminimum, polyester powder
coated
• Direct and tool free access to
housing with driver compartment
and optical unit by releasing
the lateral latches and piovting
downwards. Quick connectors
(knife switch) allow east removal of
the housing
• Color: AKZO grety 900 sanded

Features
LED Solutions for an optimized return on investment
• Cost-effective and efficient lighting solution for a fast return on investment
• LensoFlex 2 photometric engine with photometry adapted to various
applications
• 3 sizes for flexibility
• IP 66 tightness level
• Energy savings of up to 75% compared to traditional light sources
• Mounting with two separated parts for easy installation and set-up
(inclination angle)
• Designed to incorporate Owlet control and sensor solutions
• ThermiX for long lasting performance
• Future proof: smart upgradability
• Surge protection 10kV

Installation
• Reversible fixation in high-pressure,
die-cast installation
• Diameter 32 – 48, 48 – 60mm or
76mm, tightened with 2 staineless
steel screws
• Can be tilted on a vertical pole
from 0 to + 15 degree; on a
horizonal spigot from 0 to – 15
degree by 5 degree steps
• Tool free access for maintainence

Types of Application
• Roads and highways
• Residential streets
• Squares and pedestrian areas
• Roundabouts
• Pedestrians crossings
• Bridges
• Parks
• Car parks
• Bike paths
• Large areas
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Yaham Lighting Solutions
for Sport Fields
By YAHAM Optoelectronics Co., Ltd
www.yahamlighting.com
As a professional industrial lights manufacturer, YAHAM have provided kinds
of LED fixtures for customers from many countries to meet their lighting
applications. Especially in the sport fields, YAHAM’s LED fixtures are widely
used and have won grate praise from the users.

Location: Indoor Basketball Court in Mexico
Type: Lumiway II series LED high mast Lights
Power Consumption: 300W
Beam Angle: 60°×90°

Location: Tennis Court in Australia
Court Dimension: L23.73m × W10.98m
Post Height: 8m
Type: 300W LED high mast Lights
replace 1000W HID
Beam Angle: 60°×90°
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Photo Credits: YAHAM Lighting

Location: Indoor swimming gymnasium in Melbour ne
Type: Safeguard series LED flood lights
Power Consumption: 200W

Location: Gym in America
Type: Compact I series LED high bay lights
Power Consumption: 100W
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CandleJoy introduced the world
first Aromatic LED candles with
interchangeable aroma refills
By CandleJoy
www.candlejoy.com

About CandleJoy
CandleJoy Pte Ltd is a Singapore
based design company focusing on
lifestyle products that are practical,
safe and fun to use. The company is
made up of a team of designers who
love candles and other candle related
products. The company website is
www.candlejoy.com
About CJ Product
CandleJoy introduced the world
first Aromatic LED candles with
interchangeable
aroma
refills
in Frankfurt Light and Building
Exhibition in March 2014.
Since
then, CandleJoy has distributed its
Aromatic LED candles to the US, EU
and Asia.
Currently, the aromatic candle pillars
come in 3 standard heights of 13cm,
18cm and 23cm. The pillar designs
include Smooth, Artisan, Metallic
and Special decos.
W ith their
various colors and wax treatments,
these handmade wax pillars will
blend into any places they decorate.
When lighted, the soft warm light,
couple with the aromatic scent, will
embellish, hypnotize and sooth our
senses.
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About Aromatic Candle
Since the invention of electricity, candles were no longer
used as sources of illumination. However, there has been
a revival in the usage of candles due to the introduction
of scent in moder n day candles.
Today, aromatic fragrances are added to the wax when
producing scented candles. When these scented candles
are bur ned, the scent in the wax is vaporized and released.
Common LED candles are unable to replicate this because
there is no bur ning in LED candles. Instead, the fragrance
remains “locked” in the wax.
CandleJoy designed and patented the world first
Aromatic LED Candles with interchangeable refills.
There are currently 5 fragrances, including Lavender,
Rose, Lemongrass, Eucalyptus and Sandalwood. These
fragrances are packed in breathable gel and when
activated, the aromatic candles are designed to release
the aromatic scent periodically, safely and without the
need for any combustion.
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LG Display to build a case in OLED
interior lighting for automobiles as a
tuning part
By LG
www.lgdisplay.com

LG Display has supplied OLED light panels to Chang’s
Custom, a Korean car customizing company, to create
the world’s first van equipped with OLED interior lighting.
The OLED light panel is a surface light source that emits
evenly diffused light. OLED light panels are known for
their thinness and lightness that makes them ideal for
car interiors. While OLED light panels are already been
considered for use as automotive tail lights, Chang’s
Custom is challenging the auto interior light market with
this new technology.
OLED light panels are being used to replace ceiling
lighting and door interior lighting that now use LED and
halogen bulbs. For ceiling lighting, Chang’s Custom used
320x110mm LG OLED light panels with a dimmer that can
be controlled by the driver. The company is also using
200x50mm LG OLED light panels for side lighting. The
warm and soft light emitted by the OLED light panels
creates a luxurious state-of-the-art atmosphere in the car
interior.
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Jong Soo Chang, CEO of Chang’s Custom, said, “We believe LG Display OLED
light panels will create psychological comfort for the driver while giving a
luxurious and glamorous feel for passengers. The interior lighting provided by
OLED represents a perfect fit for premium-class vehicles.”
He explained that one main advantage in using OLED light panels for interior
lighting was that it saved space. LED lighting and halogen light bulbs cannot

be embedded in the interior structure,
while
OLED
panels
are
easily
embedded in car’s interior surfaces.
“W ith limited space inside the car, the
thinness and lightness of the OLED
light panels effectively uses space. I
believe this technology has a bright
future for all kinds of transport, not
only in cars but also in aircraft and
ships.”
The van was first showcased at the
Seoul Auto Salon 2016 in Seoul,
Korea. There has been a positive
and enthusiastic response to the new
luxury van customized with premium
light capabilities during its display
at the auto show. This customized
Chevrolet Explorer will be utilized as
a vehicle for the VIPs, considering its
luxurious upgrade in interior lighting.
LG Display is always searching for
partners to develop new applications
for the OLED light panels.
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Smart Lighting Solutions for
Retail and Office Applications
By Vossloh-Schwabe
www.vossloh-schwabe.com

Photo Credit: shutterstock

The fast advancement of LED and digital technologies
has created unlimited possibilities for today’s lighting
solutions. Shifting market dynamics are encouraging
lighting suppliers to think outside the box to create
groundbreaking solutions. At Vossloh-Schwabe we strive
to deliver the latest in innovative “Smart” lighting solutions
and experiences. Highly efficient LED systems, combined
with intelligent light control solutions and matching
optic attachments to ensure optimum light distribution
guarantee the right kind of light for almost any application
when and where it’s needed.
Discover the latest LED developments in “Retail” and
“Office” lighting applications at the up coming Hong
Kong Inter national Lighting Fair (Autumn Edition) 2016,
Hall of Aurora Booth no: 1B – C10 with interactive
demonstrations, personalized lighting control and easy to
use out-of-box solutions.
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LUGA Shop Gen. 5 – Retail and Industrial Lighting
•
•
•
•
•

Narrow colour tolerances: 2 step MacADAM (CRI 85/90)
High electrical isolation due to ceramic COB technology
Special colours: Food, Pearl White and Clear White
Highly efficient: Up to 198 lm/W
Long service lifetime: 100,000 hours (L80/B10)

Typical Applications
• Integration in reflector luminaires
• Retail lighting
• Downlights

EVO 90 R / EVO 75 R – LED Spots for Retail Lighting
•
•
•
•

Replacement for HID lamps and halogen lamps up to 150 W
Interchangeable aluminium reflector for homogeneous light distribution
LES Protected by plastic cover
Long service lifetime: 50,000 hours (L70/B50)

Typical Applications
• Integration in luminaires
• Retail lighting
• Downlights
• Light advertising and entertainment
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LED LINE SMD KIT 3R – LED Modules for Office Lighting
•
•
•
•
•

2 lengths available: 280/566 mm
Zhaga-compliant hole spacing
Flexible light distribution by different optics from VS
Highly efficient: Up to 186 lm/W at Tp = 50 °C
Long service lifetime: 50,000 hours (L80/B10)

Typical Applications
• Office lighting
• Retail, corridor and shelf lighting
• T5 / T8 replacement as built-in module
• Fur niture lighting
• Backlighting for advertising

Photo Credit: shutterstock
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DimONE Bluetooth® LED Dimmer – Wireless Solution for DALI Luminaires
•
•
•
•
•

Digital phase-cut (R & C)
3 – 300W load
Minimum dimming level (avoid flickering of LED)
Flat and new design
Bluetooth interface

Bluetooth® Key Functionality
• Scene mode (5 light moods)
• T imer mode (5 scheduler profiles per day)
• Holiday mode (random program)
• Away mode (leaving home function)
• Zone mode (controls a group of dimmers)

Light Controller XSW-E6 Wireless Solution for DALI Luminaires
•
•
•
•

W ireless configuration / control of DALI luminaires
Push function (15 synchronised EBs)
ON / OFF function
Stairwell function (T imer function)

Typical Applications
• Offices with conference rooms
• Industrial spaces and warehouses
• Sanitary facilities, classrooms, break and changing rooms
• Storage spaces

Do visit us at the Hong Kong Inter national Lighting Fair
(Autumn Edition) 2016, Hall of Aurora Booth no: 1B-C10.
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Street & Urbanscape Lighting:
LED Bollard
By Iwasaki Electric Co. Ltd
www.eye.co.jp

EYE LEDioc AREA CERCA is an energy saving LED bollard
luminaire ideal for urbanscape applications including
parks pedestrian walkways. The light distribution is ideally
designed to supplement pole lights with high vertical and
horizontal illuminance levels, providing additional sense
of safety for pedestrians along with minimal light trespass
and impact to the surrounding environment.
About Iwasaki
Living up to their corporate philosophy of “Employing light
technology to create a comfortable society and sustainable
environment”, Iwasaki Electric Co. Ltd. have always
aimed high and striven steadily to achieve their business
objectives by fully exerting their foresight and creativity.
As a group of true light technology professionals,they
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continue to grow and shine, delivering to customers
products of proven “Quality” and “Value” backed by our
light technology.
Iwasaki Electric, EYE, a worldwide supplier of lighting
products and industrial systems, will be renowned for its
highly reliable and technologically advanced products.
Specifications
• 28W system wattage
• Delivers light output replacing 35W ceramic metal halide
bollard
• Highly uniform light distribution
• 60,000 hour long life (L70)
• Surge protection up to 15kV (common mode)
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